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INTRODUCTORY

This book is intended as a Reader in Geography for the

use of younger pupils in our public schools.

In its preparation two objects have been kept steadily

in view—to encourage a habit of close observation of

commonplace facts and everyday occurrences, and to

create a lively interest from the very beginning in a

subject that is often considered dry and tedious.

The teacher can greatly aid in furthering these two

objects by directing the pupils in further nature study,

relating incidents obtained from his own experience or

from books of travel and adventure, providing for the

collection of specimens of various kinds to form a small

museum, using pictures which both teacher and pupils

may procure, making black-board sketches to illustrate

as many points as possible, and by many other devices

that may suggest themselves.

The order of topics in the book may be changed where

the teacher prefers. This is especially necessary in the

case of experiments which will extend over a considerable,

period of time, such as weather observations and the study

of shadows cast by the sun.

The questions at the ends of the chapters are intended

as samples of what may be asked, and do not cover all

the work to be taken up. The teacher is recommended

to add many others to each list, and to present those
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suitable for the purpose to the student before the study
of the chapter to which the questions belong.
The work has been written expressly for Canadian

schools, and where possible the references throughout the
text are to Canadian examples. The illustrations, which
have been chosen for their teaching and illustrative
value, have been made chiefly from photographs of
scenes in the various provinces, and it is hoped
they will be studied equally with the text. The thanks
of the author and publishers are due to J. Dearness,
Esq., M.A., Vice-Principal of the London Normal School;!
Prof. A. P. Coleman, Ph.D., of the School of Practical
Science, Toronto; C. C. James, Esq., M.A., Deputy
Minister of Agriculture and Secretary of the Bureau of
Industries, Toronto; and James Bain, Esq.,D.C.L., Public
Librarian, Toronto, for valuable advice.

In Part II, which follows, the Earth as a whole, the
Continents, and the various countries will be dealt with.



Public School Geography

PART I

IN THE COUNTRY
Who is not fond of a ramble in the country? The city

boy or srirl is glad to get away from noise, dust, and
smoke, to breathe the pure country air, to enjoy the per^
fume of the wild flowers, and to hear the singing of the
birds and tho rippling of the waters of the streamlet The
country boy knows the best places in the ponds or creeks
for boating, bathing, and catching fine fish, and the best

^>/

Fio. 1- -A Country Sc«nt mar WetMtimn, AJbtfta. obaenre and nanK
the pnndpal points or objects of interest
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woods in Which to gather beech-nuts and hunt blacksquure a. The country girl knows where to find wild lilhs

^nl^^^^uT ""'* *»"**«««PS. strawberries and may-

th™^lf ^° ^°" ^^^^ ^ ^^^ """^ P'«««ant time of

^A kT^-'"
^^^ «°"ntry-the spring, with opening leavesand budding flowers; orthe autumn, with grain and fruit^!and varied, charming tints of forest foliage?

I^o. 2-A Hill, showing BaM. Summit. SloBC, a„d VM^^^HHITZ^z!}

_.
Sometimes the country is neariy level for several milesm all directions. It is then a large pte. If we examine

It very closely we shiU find that it is not perfectly level.The stream which crosses it contains running water, and

31^'„!i^*^?
runs down hill. So we say. the land slopesvery gently m the direction in which the water is running

In some places, howev -, the land is so nearly level that
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it is very difficult to drain it. People do not dig cellars

under their houses, but use instead small darkened build-

ings near their kitchen doors. Why should they like

buildings better than cellars? Why do they keep the light

out of the buildings?

Other parts of the country are not level. We walk
along the road and very soon come to a hill (Fig. 2) over
which we must go. The lower part of the hill is known as

its base; the side up
or down which we
walk, the sUype; and
the top the summit
or crest. From the

summit of a hill we

Fig. 3 How a Spring is Formed,
a Stream

often obtain a de-

lightful view of the

surroundingcountry,

with many other
hills, farmhouses,
and even villages or
towns. The low
parts between the hills are called valleys. In poetry a
valley is often called a vale, a dell, a dale, or a dingle.
What is the difference between a valley and a plain?
Describe the surface of the land near your home. In

what direction does it slope? Are there any plains, hills,

streams or valleys in it? Are the valleys long or short?
Do streams of water flow down any of the valleys?
In our walk we come to a sparkling little stream wind-

ing through the meadow and rippling under the wooden
bridge on the road.
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I

'^" *-""""• »"1 R-Pit. ™.„ v™™«„. „„,

and among the hilk It JLot^snfa?""^''
*^^ •"^^"^^

^oon we find its startinrZt n.
"" "^.^ «** °"' «nd

ground is quite wet w?^L wateTwV r*""'
^^^- 3)- The

the ground. SometTmegTh!^Z ^"^ ^ *="">« f«"n
and lead a smallSS o ft fSh T^* ^^^ t^ere,
trough the water ninfilthrb^^I ^S^ ''

*'™'^'^ *^'^
hills near by, and the mm f!ir

^''®"' «" several

clear and cold into thTbam.! *i
^'""^' ^^'^'^'es out

the barrel to fortheHtM or Jl'^r '^' '^^^ ^^
water comes out of tl e L^L in^v '

^''^ P^«e where
fP'^-^ff. Asthebi^kl^Tdown?), u"^? '" *=»"«<^ 'i

joined by many othera Cm thlhnf^"^'*
*^^ ^«"«y '* is
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To find where the waters go, we must follow the brook
down a long distance from the bridge. Here is a place where
It is quite deep, and its current, or onward motion, is slow
and quiet. Farther down it is sl^low, and the bottom
slopes more rapidly down the hillside, and is quite stony
the current too is very swift and rough. This Utter place
IS a rapid (Fig. 4). A short distance below the rapid the
waters flow into a larger stream, known as a creek. The
creek flows down its valley till it broadens out into the pmd
at the pnst mill (Fig. 6) . Many years ago the miller built
a great bank of earth and stones across the creek, and form-
ed the pond, so

as to get a strong

and steady pres-

sure of water to

run the machinery
of his mill. The
bottomofthepOnd
is quite muddy,
and near theshore
grasses, rushes,

and beautiful
water lilies
are growing up
throughthewater-
What a fine place
this is for the
frogs and musk-
rats I In the sum-
mer, boys make
rafts and paddle
about on it, and
in the winter it

becomes frozen
F̂io 5—Old Grist Mill and Pond

n

r.

'
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over, and boys uiri ^.i u

"^
il

""«J to rf„.. .u. .
,

h^i, °^* ^'°^^' «nd upon thp^,t
^''^ "<^«e makes ito

called adtt^trfeor wfersA^d (KiT?? p °"A'*
'« *''««fo«

^he« its soui^eT. Ther^ ^'"^- ^an you tellwhere slow? Has it^TZZ'^'r^'"^'''' «^^ft 'Sd
Jhfre into a pond ? ^ f^"^" J .J^s It enlarge any-do Its waters flow? w^ '"^ tributaries? Into iJhff
its basin? """^^ ^^'^'^^he watershed that fS;^
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Fio. 7—A WatmhnI, or DivMr, ihowing the different directiolii In which Ui«
waters an divided

If you have a heap of sand, at your school or at your
home, in which you can play, mould in it hills and valleys
similar to those near which you live, or like any of the
pictures in this book. Creeks and ponds may be shown
by means of white paper or cardboard cut into proper
shape, or by carefully sprinkling a little flour along their
courses.

If there be a moulding board in your school, you may
model these forms of land and water on it, under the
direction of your teacher.

QUESTIONS
1. Describe in your own words what is meant by each term printed in

Italics in this chapter.

iJo the same with words in Italics in each ofthe other chapters in this book.

2. What is the difference between a. sprin)^ and a well ?
3. At what time of the year have brooks the least water ? Why ?
4. Have you ever known any brooks to become dry ? If so, when ?
5. Many streams continue to flow in dry weather. From where does

their water come ?

fi. Why do streams differ in size and in swiftness of current ?



MOUNTAINS
Mountains are very larm hilk <5n™- # *u .

•" pointed and high aS^tJ2 ciou^SX l?!*"-
'"™"'^

lower, rounded, and covered with fo«i nVf
^

' ^t^f *"
*re so rough and steeo thT? ,> !.

'""^^jr^Often their sides

places imiLible to^Mhem h.T
*''""".'* "-"^ '" «""•

a« »enUy^aoping andTmoSS Th
'«'!"«^''"e« the sides

iMd upon any ofVem ^™ " ^^'y ""'« '«vel

.nfo«JL^,i?L\SsWvrf^/' ^»^''>* ««'"
that the land therettS^A^l!" *"*" ^™'* «h»*
UP the Slope the g^un^S^^ s^v^t.^^..I-^^-

16
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often 80 \uge
that the name
roc^ isgiven to

them. There,
farming cannot

be carried on,

but flocks of
sheep find a
good grazing
ground and
yield their
owners a fine

crop of wool.

The creel<
comes dashing

down the
mountain side,

forming small
waterfalls by
tumbling over
rocky ledges.

Do you think

there could be
waterfalls if

there were no mountains or hills .' Higher up the mountain
maple and beech trees are no longer found, but pines and
spruces grow in the thin earth which covers the rocks.
Men are busy cutting down the trees in order to saw them
into lumber or grind them into pulp out of which to make
paper. Others are working in mines in the side of the
mountain, taking out the rich ore or rock from which gold,
iron, or other minerals can be obtained.
The farther one goes up a mountain side the colder is

the air. A line is reached, known as the timber line, above

Fio. 9— I11,H:ilkw(i«t Viillcy. B.C. Ob«rve the snow line,
timber line, inoiuitam stieums. gluciet^, etc.



IS
'-''"f-'c scHa^r. r;E<y;^^P,,y

the air is too cold for thsm •
^'^^ disappear becauJ

and the Whole m^L 's«r • '^ '"''^^'^ "^aumS
and ice all the year n,S n7t^ ^^^''^ ^^th snow
never entirely melts is calledtK 1^^^ ^^ich the snow
the influence of the lummtZT^^'^' ^^'^- ^^- UndeT
melt, and the rills and creeks w^' k t'*'^

^"^^ ™ow slowly
edges join to form the r^^er fS''V°^ ^""" ^^^^ Jower
of the snow becomes pSed ^J''

*^°^" ^''^ '^ope. Some.W«, which very sTowl/slideE "^^^ ''^ >'=«. calS

destroys trees, houses.tdti^^.^^J
"^ ^ ''"M-^. and
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The view from the summit of a high mountain is very
grand (Fig. 10). Many other mountains are seen, for
mountains are scarcely ever found singly. Rivers and
creeks wind their way through the valleys, like shining
ribbons, here and there broadening into lakes. In the
distance wide plains are sometimes seen, dotted with vu-
lages and towns.

Mountains may be regarded as hills grown large. Many
of them are not done growing or swelling yet, but their
growth is so slow that even in a man's lifetime very little

difference can be noticed. Ages and ages ago they began
as small hills, and they have gradually risen into great
wrinkles extending in some places for hundreds and even
thousands of miles. Each wrinkle is called a range or
ridge, and is made up of many mountains so close together
that their slopes form only two sides, like ^le roof of a
house. The separate mountain tops in a range are called
peaks (Fig. 8), and the valleys between the peaks are
called passes. Often several ranges are close together,
forming over the country a great mass of wrinkles known
as a mountain system. When a high piece of country ex-
tends many miles in all directions it is called a plateau.
Sometimes a plateau is more or less level, and at other times
mountain ranges or systems rise from it.

Although mountains are growing larger in the way just
described, they are also slowly becoming smaller. Have
you ever noticed how rains dig deep furrows in the side of
a bank or along the roadside down a hill? (Fig. 11). HilL
in the sarne way are being slowly worn down, and so also
are mountains. Rains fall upon the mountain slopes and
carry earth from them to the valleys below. As the rocks
become bare they slowly decay, and they also are washed
down. Do you not think that in time, if it be long enough,
all the mountains will become level?



so Ponuc sa;ooL ceockaphy

^t heat-enough to mdtL ^^^ ^"""^ the« « v"^
you ever see .ne^il^t i^L?"'^f''' «•<='«• ^
the furnace i„ a tonnd^^^J^ ^^'^ «nd hot f«,m
very much, and is called am ^.f^^ 'T'^'^^^ this

find in

"" '""''"'"' """"-"vb"

™^SidTtone^STf'""*"'; '^'"''^^ down
the ground is not strong entSf °™^'^' *"'* then, if
temble explosion, a^t ho^^= 1° P"*^^"* '*• ther« i^ ad^t are blown out. aKedw l.^^\ ?P^"' ^^^'^ ^nS
sides of the opening. If this .in?

"^ ^^^"^ ""* «^er the
years the material thrown out b^"^'°"

'""^'""^ '«»• '"^ny
known as a .ofca„o, the caviS at tt

,"'' ** ^'^^'^ ""'""'^'n.cavity at the summit, out of which
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Fig. 12—Crater of Mt. Vesuvius

the material is thrown,

being called the crater

(Fig. 12). Volcanoes are

usually found in moun-
tainous regions, because

there the wrinkled ground
i weaker than on the

plains. They are some-

times very destructive.

Long ago, in a distant

country called Italy, two
cities and some villages were buried in the ashes and lava

from a volcano called Mount Vesuvius (Fig. 12), and the
people in them perished. The cities were forgotten until,

many hundred years afterwards, they were accidentally

found by some men who were digging a well, and then they
were excavated and many interesting things were found
in them. We occasionally hear of other lerrible disasters

from volcanic eruptions in different parts of the world.

Countries in volcanic regions are often visited by earth-

quakes. For several minutes, during the most severe
shocks, the ground trembles so violently as to overturn
strong buildings, and in some cases to destroy cities and
cause great loss of life.

QUESTIONS
1. Often it snows on elevated land when it rains on the low land.

Why is this?

2. Where is it cooler in the sunshine on a summer afternoon, on a hilltop
or in a valley?

3. What are the chief occupations of people in the mountains? In the
valleys?

4. What are some of the useful articles mon obtain in the mountains?
5. How does a mountain diflFer from a hill?

6. State two ways in which mountain [leaks have been formed.

7. From what causes are mountains growing smaller ?

8. Where would you rather live, on a mountain or in a valley ? Why ?



A SAIL DOWN THE RIVER

ihe opposite direction is ul V^ ^^^^ '^ florins-
suitable for these directions^'

^"^ "" ^^'^^^ ^wo names
-Ine land on both sides nf Vi,-. •

that on our right hand °' 4' "To
'^

'f^'^
*''« *-«*«.

bank, and on our left thT l7^ ^T u '^l;,'^"'*^ ^^e right

jj
i^MS Superior and Hinoii
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is not obstructed by rapids or waterfalls, and is deep

enough to allow a boat to travel upon it, it is said to be

rMvigahle.

In a previous lesson you explained why brooks and creeks

are dirtier in rainy than in dry weather. Where do the rains

wear away
the land
more rapidly;

where it is

covered with

trees and
grass; or

where it is

ploughed ?

We notice as

we sail along

that the
banks are in

some places

very high,
and that the

river is flow-

ing between
hills. The
valleys have
been made
by the river

and its tribU- ^°' 1*~0"»* River canyon. B.C.

taries. As rain fell pon the soft earth it formed rills

which soon wore deep passages down the slopes, and
carried away the sand and clay into the muddy waters
(Fig. H). Just over there to our right a tree has fallen

because the water has worn the ground away from around
its roots. The streams have been flowing for many

|l
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slopes look liKe sis ofM.h'
""''""• ^''"^ '^

with walls near^ St ™
a„^7»

*«*'o"8r deep «Je
Soon we come'^toTpr^^PXtX' "*

""l "
""«'•

several miles in width (FUr S^nhu""^"" '"™*''«"« «"*
have no current. We We enters

*')\^»t«'s seem to
couple of hours brings us to wh^ .u"

^.*'- ^ «»« "^ »
the other end. WeTha^f !^^'^''^™ *''« "^^r 'eaves it at
the account of ou^ vSflai^T th"** t?*

^'^'^ '«''«• «»d
chapter.

'^'" '^ ^''e subject of the next

-rrrwTe^tL'tX'i:'iri'^r-''»'^^
both sidesof the riverih^sLr"? ^^"^^ f°«- '""•'S on
winds back and forth so that^ro„^r'^''^''°^'y' «"<»
is very long. What dryou thtw

T^ '*^^'' *•>'« Plain
which brwks and creeksif5^ ***''""^^ °f the dirt
spring the heaTyS and S 17 ^"-^to^s? Eve^r
cause great/relte The „W Tw^^ '"°^ *'" ^''^ ''"is

its channel, and the bordering IT '** ^ '-" "^"^'y «"
of being overflowed w^hrtfrSl^; T"^. '" ^"^^^
the river did overflow ite b^^^ .

Hundreds of years ago
district. Every t]m7fh\!^ T^ submerge the whole
^U, which the^Std^^^ ^'''' °^ '»"'^' <=^led
the hills was deposit^d^PrT^T* ^°'^" ^'*'> ther. frem
they flowed awT !„ £ wavf'' '"J''^*

*^«'^ ^^^^
15), has been formed which^««' ^ Jlood plain (Pig.

waters do not n™ cWe^t ThTH '" '^''^'^ *^* t^e
very fertile, and the whde dLnV? u

°^^'' *^'"^ P'^ln is

ferme.^ who have amrket for tw"^"" T^'^ ^^'^^^^'y
which we are approLdUng

"" ^ '^ '" *^^ *°^»
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Along the banks we see men and boys fishing with rod
and line for the excellent fish to be caught in this river.
Then we meet an excursion steamer heavily laden with
people going up the river to spend the day at one of the
delightful siunmer resorts.

Our stay at the town is not long. The boat is brought to
the wharf or dock, a platform along the bank, where it is

Fir,. 15—Valley of the Restieouche. New Bninswiek.
between the hills

Note the flood plain

moored, or tied, for a little while. Some passengers leave
the boat, others come on, and many boxes and barrels of
goods are taken on board to be carried to the city at the
end of our trip.

A few hours' further sailing brings us near the mouth
of the nver, that is, where the river empties into the
lake or sea. A large river often forms a delta, or flood
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plain at the sea-
shore (Pig. 16).A delta is usually
fan-shaped, the
shore of the sea
or ocean fonning
one side, and
'arge branches

™ o..mcrous small branclV;^""'' °^ ^"^ HVer the
many^-Tiall streama flow in ir«,„.

^^^^'a. whileA city has grown m^tZ "^^^ directions over it

and receive or discharge theS^J^^^ T^^ ^ moored
Bhore or a lake shore where veSfi^ '"^ °" ^''^ «-
^MF'"~^"'^^~--- _^ ^̂'^^ "r u-Ioad

'^°-'.^52'Si,„rr^'„VJ'Jii''^-S"-'-

'^"-..ec..™™""



more ,h.„ ,w„ .ho""Sr^^"„7„. ^""V'tem ""^'

^ SAIL DOWN THE RIVER

a cargo is called a
port.

A river with all

its tributaries,
and the hundreds
of creeks and rills

that drain into it,

w a river system
(Fig. 18). Some
river basins are
very large, ex-
tending for many
hundred miles, ^uu^^ ,„„ ^^
^^d^sometimes even thousands of miles, in diffe«„t direc

QUESTIONS
1. How does a river differ from a creek ?

whfchrr^',?;:™?""""' """^ "'"' "«= -- X^P the «„d ,fc^

wi{d:^^i™rj;yron^-,^;lr. -'---^"^ whe„d„.^,

11. What kind of river is best for ,... u rZ
12. In w,.at way are waterfllJuU^,

/'""= "^^ ^"" -"«""'
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J-W that a person cannotl^,2r.K"" '^'"*' '*''«' «>
Wwenger boat requires mortjlTH*""; """ » "P'^

ffeSk^S/r °"' -"^ S'ofhe'^'
"' '""*^-'""

ated amon^ th^ hilte'^ 197 llf'
"

•^t"^''^"''^
-"*"

Its course down the s ope' and «t tv T ^^^ "^«'' ^o^^.d
depression in the land in^;!. u- i.

-^^'^ ^^^ ^"""d a large

couldnotgetoutSthe^Ldtn3r^';!''°'^«'- ^^
they overflowed the bonW^, f^^ ^^^ '"^°^'> «»vity; then

but only one flows out Th«^«- t""''"'^
into the lake,

theone by which we enteredZT,^^ ^^'"^ ^^ it-oneflo^n^o^^

F.O. .»-.!... „, Two -prr^SI?
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The pond which we saw in ^ " *" ""'*'' « »»>« ol^re.

of the creek. The dams whiS^ f'"*' *•>« ^«"ey

^urse of a river Snes 5^3 bvZ";, '"'"f'"^^
^''«

the land (similar to that seen^n tk
^ ^ ?^*"^ upheaval of

by a landslide, by aiE f^r^^^wT'^u''
"' '""""t^'ns).

by the action 'of^avatanctj Srs ^tf^' '^J'- «>'

ttTowTr rar^s^r;;^ «'-''« «^°-=
filled with waTer At o^e Xe ^r/'/ ^r^' Pa^ly
extending: quite a distance into thr,ake^ \m«*^'

°'
'f"'*capeor point. At another DlJpth!. u ^""^ «'e call a

forming a quiet andsSed p-^'oftZ?""'' '"^«"'«'

The shore of this hav !=« I /^'®'^''"<>wnasa6ai/.

-Plendid pll^e for d.Wn^ in th?"^
^/^' .?» *'"'* '* « «

the water. HowsS fhi ut,"*"**
*"' Peddling" in

fully they ar. coToS^^'otX^^b:^^^^^ ""'
'T ^"«-

this by the action of the waveanfhK .u""**™
*^°*" "''e

another. We may gather somo ^f^I"^
**'^'" "^'"«* «"«

and take them homfSTVfJ'tta^'tlu"' ^''^^

manysummer cottages, which are b^in ^'^^ *''*^'^
with Union Jacks P^ f^^ tt''*'"'''^""''*^^come here every summerHveS« ..

^"^"^ ^""^ «'«««
fishing, or boating on the kke anS C'*'^"''

^° ''«*'''"^'

pleasant nd healfhful
^"""^ "'> °""»«f that is

v.hich the cottager^^'^rln^Stt^-^
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V»n»sn of water which separate the island. fi«« —
."iSiiTirion'rrH*''""' r^nei ^-!^" sirtiZa strait is lomr and wide, and it receives the name ehanZ^ZT TT^'' ^"'^"^'^ '^' this U noTthe i^M the channel of a river.

^^
r^w^t ^^7 '" ""^'^ '""" **»« i«l*nd8 is a body of land

tt fa joined to the shore or mainland by a narrow neck^fland. It IS called a peninsula, and the narrow piece ofland joinins: it with the shore an isthmus.
^

large lakes are often visited by storms The winJWows v^ry fiercely, and th, waves Lt h^h. SenTt i^that boato are m danger of being wrecked and Vh-^
sailors tor to get them into one of thesS l^s Ing theshore. A bay that can thus give shelter to vesLlsSa storm is a harbor (Fig. 17).

aunng

It fa not likely that thfe lake wUl last forever. We can

WetTd™ .'"^f
*^"* '* '^ '^'"^ «'»^'y destroyed SS ,f i*f • ''^f^ *" «=*^>'« ^^ it large quantitiesof silt and this smks in the quiet waters and faSSfyIMlingitup. Theoutlet faafao constantlywearing^S

channel, and no doubt, will drain more water outTthl

^l™T^ '•""" '^ "•'*• 'Th^"' «>» the side of thefake opposite the summer cottages there fa a bay with lowshores and full of weeds, grasses, and brokenlruTksSbranchesof trees. The air fa alive with mosquiS frSm hundreds are trilling theirown kind of music ^dbSsnakes are common in the darker and more hidden pS^s
Aplaceofthiskindfaa«.amp(Fig.20).

Therotheweed;are slow y spreading over the shallow waters of the fakTand
helpingtoholdthedead leaves and loose earth cax^fddo^Z "^^l" T"^-

^" *="""« °^ time the swS wiU^come solid land, and the lake will therefore be smaHerPerhaps you can get a piece of ground near your homewhere you can mould a farge river basin, withS
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h lis. Then sprinkle water from a waterinir can iZn ihi

^^X^^' ^T
have -uldrfn^^waTh tt

of t^lake l^^ilu''^''':/"'^
"?'^' «"<1 the formation

01 tne lake. The lake cavity may be so made that capesbays islands, and other forms of land and waterwe W^^
mentioned will be formed when it is filled with thrwater

afLr'^^h
' '''?™'""/ ^^^ ''y *he rt)adside immSlyafter a heavy ram and tiy to find in it rapids, a water^

Si^sSnl.^
'^'^' ^^''"'^^' ^"-^ »*•'- ^-^« ^ouW

Mould a river system on the moulding board; also a lakshore, showing as manyforms of land andwS;iyoS mi.
QUESTIONS

1. How does a lake differ from a pond ?
2. How may lakes be formed ?
3. In what ways are lakes useful ?
4. Where are swamps usually formed ?
5. State three c.->u«„i that tend to desiroy lakes.
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AT THE SEA-SHORE

storms, and then empSintofhi
^'' ^'"^^^^ from

the wharves in thecS'}Fi^''lT^\^^--- A visit to
nver is very interesting. There 1 ™°"*'' °^ *»>«

strange names, which have onml f !,^® ^^^^«'« ^'th
on voyages which in some ^Z 1""" *^''**"* '^''^^es
weeks, and we meet with Lfi v""^

'^""^'^'^ ^^^eral
mgesand have tr^^Tet u^Stt^^."

'^'"'^ ^"'"'^ '«"- '

8^age. The goods th^ tal ^^^
'"^ °"' English lan-

articles not grown nor made in o,^^
^^''^'" •"<=l"de

S'ks, boxes of tea, orgeat hnn^K r""*"^"'^'^^ «f
River vessels and r;iLy Sns S"' °^ ^""" ''^"«»a«-
goods in many diffemiTdW-"^ "^" *<* *=^' ^ these
among tl.etoJnsS7:ts'ZZ\CiS^'^'^'' ^^ ™



'T THE SEASHORE

^r.. 22_En,ran« to ,he Harbor „, Baddeck, C B

toshow sailors how tLy are t« 1^ .f
'"^' ^"''» its toP

>nto the port. We look Zf „? F'^^ *''^"" ^««sels safely

1^0. M Atlantic Surf „«ir St. John, N.B.
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Steamships laden with passengers or freight, and eithercommg to or going from the city where we kre stay „gHow the waves roll! The whole surface of the sea fsqmte rough, and it looks as if the water were stniggHn
'

to flow over the land. But when the waves i;ach ihfbeach they lose their force, the water rushes smoothly up

SomeHmi t ^^^ *^" " * '^"'"Paratively calm sea.Sometunes a storm springs up-the winds howl, and the

"• "-' "'" "'"^"
-""'ZLz^-r- -^ -" -^-^^

waves rise into great mountain-like billows. When billowsstnke agamst a rocky coast they are dashed into grelmasses of foam called breakers. The continual acdon

alav'tT ^T r"^ P'"*=^^ °" '^' «<=«-" shores wornaM^y rocks and changed the shape of the coastlin?When ships are out on the open sea they are not so muchin danger of being injured by the bilLs, but ifXybe driv-en by a storm out of their course towai thecoast, they may be thrown upon the rocks and wreckedTo prevent loss of life in this way "life-saving sSs ''
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^nt^ln"Lf
dangerous points along the coasts of ourcountry and also of some foreign countries. When a shinIS driven upon the rocks a number of brave and stS

t'i::Lin%t;';^''"^^-^-'''<^-^)--^-woutS
of being lost in , ,

, ^
the sea. til . A f

i

iM-^

The shore of
the ocean re-
sembles a lake
shore in many
respects. It is

Fio. 2S

raade up of a
similar succession
of bays, capes,
peninsulas, and
straight coastline.

But many of these
are very much
larger than any
on a lake shore.

large is sometimes called a ^(^, and atSVh'afiJSand rocky is called a headland or promonTorT^S,
mesea we call a large portion nearly separated from itby land a 8ea The ocean also contains many iskndssome of which are large enough to form senate amiimportant countries.

"" separate and

Low Tide

N.B. Note how great the difference is
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The waters of the ^;ean do not remain at the same level
Twice every day they rise so as to cover the sandy beach
or to change the peninsula to an island by flowing over the
isthmus. Then they again recede, leaving vessels near
the siifre stranded upon the beach (Fig. 25) This is the
rising and the falling of the tide. The reasons for it you
will learn at another time. In some places the tide rises
:o a height of forty, and even sixty feet, while in other
places It does not rise more than three or four feet
Nearly all the rivers of the world make their way to the

"^!i"' ^"'^Z*'
*^® °^®^" <=°^«'"s tJ»e lowest parts of the

earth s surface. At loijg distances from the shore thewater in some places has been found to be more than fivemiles deep. But although the ocean has so many large
rivers flowing into it, it does not change in level except
as the tide rises and falls. Why this is we shall learn
before very long.

QUESTIONS
1. now docs the ocean differ from a lake ?
2. In what ways is tlie ocean useful to us ?

ca-Lof'ea'ch
?"'"'"''""""'•" "'"""'" ^'"'^"» ""• '"••^-kers ? What is the

thet.a''','r'Ltk"?"
"'""' """"'"' """ ''^ ""^ ™^- f-- 'I- "'-"res of

Wln./^'
'""" '*''"'" "'' ""- >""" ''" >-^'" "'"'I' "•-' ''^-"> i" ...ost stormy?
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was a brave and daring s^a captain, and befc^llat£
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Fir, 27—Porirai
a ra

of Mncrllan. Talcrn fmni
nld engraving

world was round. He de-
termined to prove this by
sailinjf round it. He tried
to get ships and men in
several different coun-
tries, including England,
but without success. At
last Queen Isabella of
Spain gave him three
small vessels (Fig. 26) and
all necessary supplies, and
he set sail toward the
west over the unknown
ocean. At first the voyage
was pleasant, but after a
while the sailors became

7n!2 f"v.'^'"''
""^ '^"''- ^°'™bus found it vSS

Wmto" urn Te rV'^^
"early succeeded inTo^

SrXs£^s^e^s:/°'S;^-iSs
reached the country called India a^^eady known SSworld as an eastern land, and so theXple he LL £«us new country have ever since been called tndi^n

"

But he was mistaken; the world was larger than he
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was slain by some savage tribes b^,?th! ^ commander
their course till they refched hoi^e

''' ^"""^ '^"""""^l

Cabot, SirFrancis^LTdri^ T'? ^""^ S'"- J«hn
will find it intereSr'to reaKl",^°"^^^'f^^- ^ou
and of their travels ^ '*°"^' °^ these men
Your school probably has a ofofig m<r oq\ t

resents the earth and i, wt/;/- u *^- ®^- ^^ rep-

it is very mu3. 'sin Wifh The ^^ '"* °^ •=«"-«

teacher you will be able to find Sn T.^"'" °^ y''"''

Canada. England. Spain. Ily!'an^d" PcS^S^td to

Cact. Cook, bom 1 728.
*'irst circumnavi-
«ateil 111, iil„u. j„

irlrancanrakc.lH.rn

the Spanish Main
sna to South Am-
erica, 15;4.

It

It

Drake
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Get some person to hold a tack with its head against theglobe, on the opposite side from you. and move ifover thesurface of the globe toward you. What part of ?he tack

mentofTh'^r'l ^1^ ~'"^*'''"* """"^ the ™^e-ment of the tack on the globe when we are on the shore of
the lake or ocean. The ships
and steamboats farthest away
look like points, or clumps of
smoke, on the horizon, and
with the aid of a field glass
we can see the tops of the"

' masts or the smoke-pipes,
which seem to rest upon the
water as if the vessels had
partially sunk away into it.

Those nearer show a little more
of the sails, and those only a
mile or so away can be seen en-
tirely. This also is taken as a
proof that the earth is round.
How would distant vessels ap-
pear if the earth were flat?
How much of the surface of

your school globe can you see

j.ff , ,
at once ? Does it make any

difference from what pomt you view it ? A globe is some-
times called a ^here, and any half of it. a hemisphere.
On the opposite page, and on pages 42 and 43 are

pictures of the earth as it would appear if looked downupon from different points of view (Pigs. 30. 31, 32 33)Each of the latter show one-half of the surface of the 4rth'
according to the centre or point from which it is regarded

Fig. 2»- A OlciU
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L-urve of the surface
"""» Notice the

positions that it will look the ««» »
™ 1^ ^'"^ '"*° «««h

land in.sepa^te or crnnet"Ssr&Slh ^''^
sub-divisions of the land ia ^^iilTl .•

**' ^''^ '^f^e

in entii^ly separate Ses'lf/r'^'- ^^tl^^^ater

parts into whfch ?is s^^Ld VlLT,^' "^"^

oceam. Which half of thT^S or Ih "^ f^ "*"«*

landth. Eastern or the Weste2^(Fi/ J) X1i"ir*or the Southern (Fig. 32) ?
*^" ^

'
*''® Northern

con^nTnt'STi^lhrsr^^^^^^ ^"^^ ^^P'''-^ t^e
the hemisphere conteinfn^A^"*?

""''""'"' ^ ^«=h '*- «>

wards found that America rpIliw«-2 ?•. ^* ^*^ ^^te'"

joined by a narrowTsThmS "^
"""'^ *^° «=""«»««*«

an?lSr^mtri:S^\Tr^»T^P•'--e North

3phere.Eux^iai?rica"a1,?;,SaTF^.'^3l1^^^
oceans separate North AmowVo *-l r,* '• what three
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conS T^IZ S^el" td'irr.^ »' *"•

then Canada, on yourS gbte RMtl^"''"^'
'"^

Canada in those niptii«. Tu ",.
* '"° the position of

where it Ts sh^n'^
*" hemispheres in this chapter

Km. 33-A H.™i,ph„, „Uh 0,„„. „ „, „„,„ ^,^. H3 ine centre point

and railway trains to go all the wavaroi.nH if a j
remember that we can travel I^fn^ ^""^ ^« "»'"*

clothe themselves in heavvfut^fnt
^''^ ^^^'^ »»"«*

hot they wear scarcel™...^- ''f
P^^™! in others so
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^»-—^^^^"^ '"otherplaeesone
may travel for

,

many miles and
not see a solitary
person. Each

,

part of the world
has ita own kinds

of plants and
animals, and
only with
<=«re can the
SfJ'eaternum-
ber of these
be cultivated

away from
where they
originallybe- f,o.«-, »

1 H r
QUESTIONS

- -He .op of a ,.U> £;^;? ^"vV-hT?
'"''''" "-- '-" -'-. -^ 'ake beach

*.*..a.e two proof»,ha. the earth Ground.

»i»a„ao:t,i:;^::„r;i.^\-:-,tSifr^.",^'iir;.'- »•".• 'han.e, ,„» ' what continent do we live?
"'ffe""! conlinenl,>

It

II

IS
il



THE ROTATION OF THE EARTH

Ocean, and tL other! J^fp/^''-''^ '? ^'^^ ^^ic
Ocean. Your school ^lovl 7 ^"H'

"^ "" ^^e Antawtic
position siS tT tifitVthT "^'^^f*^ '*" ^^iBia^
Equator is a iL which we thS T^ °^ ^''^ ^''- The
midway betw^n tt ^^kf FSd''w^''^'r

*'^ ^^^
equator on the globe, and fn Fig g ^'iT''' *"^, '"^^

earth around its axis is called itf'ij?'
*^'"^ °' *^«

wf= tL?^eatS!;^t;:The"l^^-' ^'°^ -^
frighten the fly away, wf^n J.^-

*^
if

«> as not to

this is! The desks and
tables, the walls and
floor, and even the
teacher and scholars
are all circling around
me, while I am not

I
moving at all. What
can be the reason?"

F.O 35_Ton^ .

""^ ^® °^**" think in the
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2S^nd1;?w
'^"' *"•* ^^'^ ^^ '^"^ to^ Slowly movingaround us. because we view them from the rotating3Whenever we move on the earth toward theNnShpIrwe are going N^h. We have thrJ^ w^s of Sng^u?which d^tion is north. One is by means of theXhStar Search any clear night for the group of stWcommonly known as the "Dipper" (Fig Iss rh«f^?

forming the front of the Di^er aSJlklS'the^.^p^J^

shown in this picture.
Looking alongthe earth 's

surface toward a point in
the horizon right under
this star, the direction is

always north, wherever
youmay be. Anotherway
to tell which is north is

by means ofamagnetized
needle. Take a common
steel sewing needle and
rub its point a few times
against the end of a
magnet Then float the
needle on a piece of paper or across a couple of smallstraws or matches on a saucer of water. The neSle^
tt«fH?^^'•''°"^''^*'"^*''»o«*<^"«"orth,and«tLto

So^^ir """!f.t^'-.*'o^ often youWtumitZi?
Sapors determme direction by means of a magnetiz«^needle, because it may be used at all times-dSS
day. m cloudy weather, and at night. A little maSiz^
hS,**^'*''''

**'*"""*^ °" '^^ ^^^ of a card, anTSlly^atoced on a pivot, is called the maHner's c<mpa^ ml
Sti. J 5u^

"' *'*^' or needle is placed so as to agrSWith the north point on the card. All other directto,^
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then be read from this card. The third way of finding tHedirection north is by means of shadows. Ob3f theAction of your shadow any bright sunshiny da^aTno^nDoes that direction vary throughout the year? Rnd^uiin what direction it points.
"na out

eoTlourTffr ^A^ "°!?f"^ "^'^^^^ « toward the

^'ZI 1^J*°- *°T^ ^\^ '"^'' *"** y""'^^ towardthe south. Other important directions lie midway betweenthese, as indicated in the diagram (Fig. a?)^^^^

youwL Ttif^ 't''"^*'*'""'
"^^ """"^ them as

th^^f;i,- *^'^V"^ fc"?
*™ y^'^ **<=*"^ when lookingthrough the front door ot the school house? Face in thedirection opposite to south-west, and name ^tSSIn what du^tion does the road or street outsl thewSgrounds run? In what direction is your desk from th^

door?I„whatdim=tionistheschoolho^rfromyorh"m^?
At your home some night take a lai^e appte or^
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How many hours is it from
one sunrise to the next one?
How long therefore does it
take the earth to turn round
once? We call this period
one day. We also call the
period of sunlight day, and

The point of time exactly
midway between the times
of sunrise and sunset we call
ruxm, the twelve hours be-
fore it being forenom, and
the twelve hours which fol-

Fio. 37-The Mi«iiier-» Coiiipa»—- ».ww*.v AAWIUO WUlCn XOl- -'-"•"pass

£«tr^th?r "' *^^
l*"*""'"

"^ '"dicated by the

SS" e^; 9oSlf^™"^"^ ^•'"- """^ "^ ""on by m.inus we say 90 clock a.m., when we mean 9 o'clock in thomommg, 4 o'clock p.m.. when we mer4 o'cSin Se

S;.!,?*^?
'^'"' *''' P-'"- "^y *>« applied to 12 o'cS

1! J f"^-'P,-™-' *"^ ™- «« not often seen Thus inStead of 6 o'clock p.m.. the expression. 18^'clock ta I^'on the railway time-tables. ' ^
QUESTIONS

8. Why do we believe the earth routes ?

6 Hot,o„^3„°/
"""""'"'"^ """'— "-"•

WhVh"ouA arr^"^^ .f-saTe'-i^ £j,I
's 12 oeloc. „,d„i^ht na^edP

twelve-hour systems? ^"' "'= 'wen'y-four hour and the



THE AIR
:nie wind often makes a great deal of noise and dis-

^^"!;5"f T''^'^
be made to do useful work. Dust,

r^f/L **"r
'^^^^ "*"^^ ^^^ «bove the groundand trees sway forwards and backwards before it. ^ut if

7hl !L ^J^y^ ^« n^y find a windmill, driven bythe strong breeze, pumping water from tb-j well for theh^8andcattle(Fig.38). If we go to the lake orLa shoro

fv .J^ ,
*?* ^^^ ^'^«^«' making their way to port

lU mportanee to man. to plants, and to animabk vei^gr^t Eveiy time we breathe we fill our lungs withT

plrS it* :„V'°"'f/'"°*''^'
" ^ ^^^ i^^ZSl^flants use it. and would cease to grow if it should be

taken from them. Animals
breathe it. and birds fly

throughit Itdrivescrsail-
ing vessels, keeps our fires
burning, supplies us with
rain.andaidsthe8uninkeep-
ing the whole earth warm.
We can scaroely imagine
what a cold dead world this
would be without the air.

When a part of the air is

rushing from one place to
another we say the vjind, or
a 6ree«e, is blowing. Winds
are named according to the
direction from which they

Fio. 3»—A WlndmOl, rmnipiiiB Water

SO



THE AIR

F.O. 3,-nff„., „f , To^ado, ,h„„i„, „, ^„, „, „^ ^^

diction does the hot air Lt^raSv ^e i\tv1the fire ma grate? Cold air is heavier thTn w^ ah-If the two meet the cold air will sink under t™amand crowd it aside and upwards. Air alwavs w/T'move toward a warmer pkce; if it ?o slow^v ft ^
^

gentle breeze, if rapidly a hiirh wfn^ wl ^""^ *

sufficient fo^to'£'!oTfe:^'.:i'tTun^^

Set a pitcher of ice-water on the table in a warm room

"illSs'^DTthrS^'""*'^""^^'^^-^^^^
the p?teher™ f)o Si JoT 1™^'

"""^ *''™"^^ **>« ^^"^ ofwe pitcner
.

Do they collect on a very cold empty pitcher?

I

4
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?ou"k„^*^h:ri7Sa2^
^^^'-

"' *^« -^— from.

set out in tLt'„\h1„l1h?::tr:n,^^^^ ^'^^ »-

little while. Clothes that Ce been wii^^^ '" *
a line to dry After ThTJ. ^^^^^ «« hung on

wet b<»„„ o( m«i*,„ »™m^oRi"'!^™ ™?»

.^5^srbS,r»csr "™ •"«"

preierto Jie on the road nf n.vi,* rather t'^Sraas beside the ^dF^en do.rC the most
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dew m July or in October? Why? Is dew formed on cloudy

TL™ T^T "'^^ • 7^^ ^ ^»«« cloudsCtS
tTeZ?" ^rd^^'-f""'/"^

•^'^'" "" *''««^ duringineday? Why does it not remain the whole day'bometimes the vapor of the air is chilled so cold that ,>
collects on surfaces in the form of fine panicles 3"eeThis ice IS whitefrost or hoarfrost. Why doesW fo^on the i„3id, ,,^ „„ the^utside of Sow ^e™^ °*i'*

sometimes collect on a man's beard"
^^'^

tacTlkh JL^**^"
*''/* ' '" *^« ''''• '« ^""densed by con-

rrcsefrwS^oSSn radu^s
^^l^f-WhT&o.^^^^^^^

winter morning and not on a summer momW7 Xlofogs often disappear rapidly in the forenoJn?
"

WhatS.comesof the massesof fog which rise from raLay^ll^and house chimneys? How does fog differ tromZS

Stratus

fto. 40—Various forms of clouds
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times they a« i„5 is^S" "*! T"^' «* "^h^

el'Sfied""*^.'''''"'^ ^o-ee ectnfied. and the discharge ofelectncity from cloud to clo!d ofbetween a cloud and the eSth

lourrL'rV'''^*'''^«^-"^he
When the discharge is at a jrreat

tT^'\^:T "^ *»»« thund^^*
not heard tjll several seconds afterthe flash is seen, and is more^"•"-——S or less -rollinr' ; bTwhen't"

observed at almost the^SStl^T and'titr^;j*
"^

heard as a sharp reoort lilcp fj,l „ i T ^''^ thunder is

thegeneralap^a^Sthe Jour\°^ ^ "*•"• ^"^^ i«

like rain " ? K^!,^<. .1 ^"'l^
^^^^ ^« «ay "it looks

^
SupposetheSSrTps'l^at^C "T ^''^^'^^^

fog could be made t~ nm tL !u ^ ,.^" sometimes see in

Would the water thenTr^^ifl':*^** ^""''^ ^ fo™ed?
falltotheg^td SftrnXcEri^^^'^'^^"'^"'^'^^
drops of water fall as '^I S^ ^"""^ condensed, and
about when the cbuds2 carl/v°!!'^'"'**'*'" '« ''"'"Sht
it is colder. Ve?y ofte^l^^ ^'^ •^'' '"*° *^^ ^^ ^''^'^

high mountain r^^eirr^SranH^r".^^ ^''^ ^'"•^^ «« «

wardsintoacolderl.rXtVnS,t^liretr^^^



""^^iteSESr^

THE AIR

If the upper air is

BO cold that the rain
drops are suddenly
frozen, hail is

formed. Sometimes
hailstones may be
picked up that are
as large as marbles
or even larger,
many smaller hail-

stones having com-
bined.

When particles
of water in a cloud
are slowly frozen, """"'" ""olving fan or brusu

Catch some flakes on a SeS^ofbS cth^"?
f '" ^'"t^'-

out the shape of the crystals whil^f
doth, and try to make

if necessary How ,Sy^iS?J°™u ''"'"• ^^ * '«"«

varyinsize-someTiSheT^aS ^""^ "'^'**'- ^^'^
andat other times noKe/tSS!^*^-'""*P'«=«'
the causeof these diffeSes AsS^r .T^^''"'^"''*
flake is. a great collection oftL™ ^/"*^ '*''* "^ ^^^ 8"°^-
times snow fa Is n sucrenolT/'''^"?"'^'^'"^"^^ Some-
ntilway trains for sevllXsTFrSf fi,/'"*

'* '"'"''^

roads so that driving over tW^ « { 'l
?"« "P «>untry

crushes in roofs of buiwInL^^. *''"''^* impossible, and

the best growth of fall whS k^Y '• '* "^^"^ ^•"•

farmers? The oeonlt JI^T ^ ^^^ '^ '*" "^eful to the

houses of ice anKS;?pi "al)"V,: "r.^'^
•'"'"^

houses are warm or cold? ^ '"'^ *'''** «"ch

Now let us try to follow the course of the great Journey

« I

f
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QUESTIONS

.nd.he°wrrflah',tmr " '"^ ««">"'*"- between .he w.^ bW, „,

6. What is the cau„ of";'' ""' ""'""'"' "'"•" "'^ "-"y 'a"-

8. What different kinds of work c^„ .1, usome usea of windmills? "" ""= "" >* ">»''= to do? Sute

10 How'
""""'''" *°'''' " «""««"« done by the wind?

ri»e-.hro°u;h"bSi,L™r.er;™'" •"" ' ^^''»' "^ '"e fine bubbles which

»ie„ S'.-s'^^a™'?""'
"""" "^'^ "P "-' "«>-'"-. When .he air is cold or

|i- HrdrsrwT.X'm'hr?-"- "^-"™—
sa.t..;;^Y;j'oXrt ^irjSo'w-fhe-^s wt;t^r'" "™ r-
ofVeai^h?" ^°- •"- "»""« -an ''>y^"^:^":i:t^':^Z:



THE EARTH'S HEAT

rT^^J'.w '"f..^*
^"" °" *''"'«* *o"ld be 80 coldand dark that nothing could live on it It would h«wonje than the coldest winter night that any pelStt

Nearly jUl our heat comes from the sun. Of course inwmter we fill our stoves and furnaces with woodT^"and keep up hot fires, which make our homesVarmMd

or our fields m that way.

White hot It IS many times larger than the earth, but isso veor far away that it looks much smaller, ^orid s

LfSlulr ''"'"> *»>"t'^he«ta"owsrain tofomand fall upon the ground, prevents our rivers and
laKes from being covered with more than a thin
coating of ice, causes plants to grow and be fruitfuland keeps animals and people comfortable all theyear round.

The condition of the air as to its being warmor cold IS called its temperature. We measure
temperatiu^ by means of a common instrument
called a thermometer (Fig. 43). In it there is ahne column of quicksilver or of alcohol which
expands, or becomes long, in the warm air, and
contracts, or becomes short, in cold. WheA the
au- IS very frosty the column shortens till it ap-
proaches or reaches a point on the thermometw
tliat is called zero.

The distance above or below zero to which it may -^^extend is measured in short spaces called degrees, ^i,^;^
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When the air is cold enough to freeze water the instrument
indicates a temperature of 82 degiees above zero If

lilt 1 ir^' ^ "'"r**** ^^ •»•""« *»»« 'ta Ciilumn
will lengthen out to show a temperature of 212 desrees

to 70 fr^i. ^A
''°* '"T" ^^' ^^ te-nperature ri«.

Wfc?
degrees above zero, and sometimes still

higher on very cold days m winter it goes down to 20or 30 degrees below zero, and sometimes even lowerthan that.

You know very well that the sun appeare to rise above
the horizon in the morning, to move across the skv duriwr
tiie day, and to set below the horizon in the Evening.
Select some post or similar object in the school yard, or atyour home, on which the sun shines all day, and watch itsshadow day after day throughout a whole year. Measure
the length of the shadow to the exact inch at noon on the
21st of each month, and keep a record of the measure-
ments. On what date is the shadow the longest? Thisu the time of the wirOer eolatice. When is it the shortest?
This IS the tune of the summer soUtice. On what dates
does It r^h the point half way between its greatest and
least lengths? These are the times of the equinoxes or
equa. day and night; the one in the spring being the verrud
equinox, and that in the autumn the autumnal equinox

u^T ^^^^' ?' ^°'^^'' '» *•»« "^y ^•len the shadow
18 Shorter? When the sun is high in the sky we get more
heat from it than when it is low, -in other words, rays
which come vertically downward give the earth more heat
than those which are in a slanting direction, because the
former pass through a lesser amount of atmosphere, and
strike a smaller area on the earth's surface (Fig 44)
This IS one reason why summer is hotter than winter, andnoon hotter than morning or e.vening.
J)Qes the sun rise at the same poiit in the horizon and
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forth their leaves w Id flowL w ^' "^"^ '"°'* P"*

a crop to be gathered during the coming fo '^ ""^^'^

Name one spring month
"* harvest season.

F»o. 4J-,S|»ta,. Plonghmg to ,he North We«
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When the shadows are shortest it is Summer (Fig. 46).
Our weather in Canada is then hot, days are long and
nights short, cattle seek the shade; sometimes no rain
falls for several weeks, every one who can is enjoying
a summer trip or holiday, in the country, on the land
or on the water (Fig. 46); and the fanner is busy cut-
ting his hay and harvesting his grain. Name a summer
month.

Fio. 46—Summer. A Summer Day at Bnslish Bay. Vancouver, B.C.

As the shadows lengthen we know that summer is pass-
ing and Autumn is coming on. The air becomes cooler
and more pleasant; days and nights become more nearly
of the same length; leaves on the trees change their color
to yellow, brown, and scarlet, and then fall to the ground
leaving the branches quite bare; the farmer digs his
potatoes and gathers his apples (Fig. 47) ; and Jack Frost
whitens the grass and the board-walks morning after
morning. Name an autumn month.
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Fio. 47-Autumil. OathfriiiB .pplo i„ th. fraitfal Amupolis Valley. Nova Scotia

When the shadows are longest it is Winter. The
ground nearly everywhere in our country is covered with
snow, and the music of the sleigh-bells is heard in the
streets. Lakes and ponds are covered with ice, and boys
and girls have healthful and delightful sports with th^ir
skates and sleds. Then it is we gather around the cheer-
ful fireside to enjoy the long evenings, while we feel well
protected against the cold whistling wind and drifting
snow outside. Name a winter month.
Spring, summer, autumn, and winter are the four

Seasons, and make up one Year. The spring months are

Ta ' ^ '
"""^ ^*^' ^^^ summer months June, July

and August; the autumn months September, October, and
November; and the winter months December, January
and February.
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At and near the equator the sun's rays descend

wTTif .^''*
"P *¥ 5^^ <^«- 48). but the air is ve^hot all the tune At the poles there is very little sunlighTbecause for half the year the sun does not rise above^he

horizon, and for the remainder of the year it S^Jonly
a short distance,

so that the rays
are very slanting

(F.ig. 44). At
those places, there-
fore, the weather
is very cold, and it

is virtually winter
all the year round.
We in southern
Canada live about
half way between
the north pole and
the equator, so
that our weather is

never aa hot as at
the equator, nor as
cold as at the poles,

e__ . , . — and we have alter-scene m Jamaica, near the Equator. » i"""'"
different from Hately summer and

winter seasons.
A systematic record of the weather should be kept for

a year. Use for this purpose a common scribbling book,
aad rule its pages in the manner shown at the top of
the next page, putting the record of a week or so on
each page.

Flo^-Winter. , ... ,.....,„, „„
way. and m what points, is th=3 w
winter in Canada?
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Suitable times of ilay for observation are o cloclt, a.m.: 1.30 or 2

l.™Jf *"tk"'* '="',P«"'"™ "«' tl>= school thermometer and one at your

S^^hwaT'oTtKud^^':''"*' "" """""^ '" *""" ^'""^ P'-^'" -y- «»"«
For directioo of wind use the names of the points of the compass.

blo» 1?° V ""S ^r"^'^ *T"^ '^^"*'' °'f""' "'i'^h, the wiSd is

^1,3^ I
" '^*!1^ ™? "* direction by tying- a piece of ribbon in anexposed place, or by observing which way smoke or steam is carried.

In the column headed Force of Wind, state whether there is high wind,moderate wmd, a gentle breeze, or calm.
In the column headed Kind of Weather, state whether it is clear,cloudy, foggy, dry, etc. ; and whether there is rain, snow, hail, etc.

Prom your records make out answers to the following
questions:

At what time of the day is it wannest? When coolest?
Give reasons in both these cases. Which is the prevailing
direction of the wind in summer? Which in winter? Is
the north wind cooler or warmer than the south wind in
winter? How do they compare in summer? Does the
east wind generally bring wet or dry weather? Is the
west wind generally cool or warm? Does it commonly
bring wet or dry weather? From which directions do our
strongest /inds blow? From which direction does most of
our rain come? At what times of the year do we have
most rain, most wind, and least wind? In what months
of the year are thunder storms most common?
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heS'^tirttil-T''^ '" ^^^^^"^ «^« tekes up more

X*^w?L2irjr„(tp^Tff-srj^^
the regions of penwtual snow. Th^ dS^renceirS
The general condition of the atmosphere of a countrv

S:^"f " """^^ "^"* ^-«^«. <=!-<!«. ^infS"Jd
QUESTIONS

1. Is a &>» temperature cold or hot?
a State two reason, why aummer i, wanner than winter,

u-ountilr
""^ ^''»''">'"—» •«'-<-. tn^veUins northward and climbing a

*. Describe the climau in which yo« would prefer to iive.



THE EARTH'S LIGHT
Nearly aU our light comes from the sun. Our best

electric Iwnps give light for only a short distance around
them, and these are kept up with a good deal of labor
and expense. Even moonlight is one form of sunlight-if
there were no sun the moon could not shine upon tiie earth.
The Mow is a round body much like the earth, but not

so large. When the sun shines upon it, we can see the
partreceiving the light,like

a bright body, varying in
shape and size from a fine

curve to a complete circle.

Some evening when you
first see the new moon
notice what time it is by
the clock. Make a draw-
ing of the moon as it ap-
pears to you, being care-
ful to have its horns or
"cusps" in the proper
direction. Beside the draw-
mg make a record of the date, the direction of the moon
from you, and whether it was high up or low down in the
sky. Rspeat this at the same hour every evening as long as
you can see the moon. Then select another hour to view
It, either late at night or ekrly in the morning, and con-
tanue makmg your drawings and records at that hour each
day till the new moon appears again.
At the end of about one week the bright part of the

moon stretches in nearly a straight line between the
points. Themoonistheninitsj5»-s<gt«trter. At the end
of the next T^eek the bright portion is a complete cirele

Plo. 49—A portlnn of the Monn'j nirfncc n
M«n through o Bowcrful telocDiie
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forming what is called full moon. At the end of the third
week its shape is like what it was at first quarter, but its
curved edge is on the opposite side. The moon is then in
Its third qvarter. About the end of the fourth week it is
not seen at all for three or four days or nights, until it
appears once more as a new moon. The forms of the
moon just named are called its phases.

Is the new moon on the same side of the earth as the
sun or on the opposite side from it? Is the full moon on
the same or the opposite side? The moon travels round
the earth, making the complete journey in about four
weeks. In what direction does it move, eastward or west-
ward? How many new mooiis are there in one year?

QUESTIONS
1. In what directions does the moon rise and set

'

2. Why does the moon rise and set ?

3. Does the moon rise every day ? Does it set every day ?
4. Why is there not moonlight every night ?
5. Is the moon ever in the sky when we do not see it ? Explain why.
6. Do the stars rise and set ? Explain why.
7. Why do we not see the stars during the day ?



THE USES OF PLANTS
Much of the charm of the spring and summer seasonsa due to the beauty of the trees, the grass, and the

flowers. Even in autumn, when leaves have taken on
theur golden and crimson tints, and flowers have grown
mto fruits, this beauty is increased. And there is beauty
not only m natural vegetation, but also in the handsome
appearaace of our parks and gardens, with their well-
tnmmed lavima and shrubbery, and delightful flower beds
wid shade trees. This world would be bare and desolate
II It were not covered with vegetation.
But beauty is not the only use of plants. A complete

description of their value to man would fill a much larger
book than this one. Were it not for them animal life

P.O. 50-BoUm, tne Sap of the Maple i„ mate Maple Su^a, and Symp
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could not exist, and man would be without food, clothing
luel, lumber, and many other necessaries.
We use the roots of many plants. Name some plants

which the farmer raises that have fleshy roots. Search ina »ood dictionary or other book to find what tapioca is
Sometmies we use bark. What trees have bark thit is

good for tanning purposes? For what do Indians often
usebirch-bark? What is cork? What is cinnamon?
The sap and oil contained in many plants are of great

use.^^ Every spring thousands of Canadian sugar maples
are tapped, " and the sap which trickles out of the trees is
boiled down 'into syrup or sugar (Fig. 50). In Canada

as well as m some other countries, sugar is also made
from toe juice of the sugar beet, and in warmer countries
from the juice of the sugar cane. The sweet taste of plums
peaches, and other fruits is due to the sugar they contain'
Try to find out how bees collect and store up honey from
flowers. Turpentine and resin are made from the thick
sap of the pine tree; India-rubber is made by heating the
milky sap of the rubber tree (Fig. 51) ; and sweet oil, castor
oil, and many other oils are extracted from different kinds
of plants. Name some trees or herbs from which any
kmds of medicine you know of are prepared.
For what purposes do we use the wood of trees? Name

some trees that are good for each of these purposes. In
many parts of Canada the wood of the spruce and other
trees is soaked and ground into pulp, and from this pulp
paper is prepared, not only for writing, printing, and
wrapping purposes, but also to be made into tubs, pails
and other articles. The fibres in the stems of plants ar^
sometimes valuable. What is linen? Of what is rone
made?
What part of the wheat plant is the "grain"? What

part is the "straw"? Name four or five other plants of
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which we use the

same parts. Places

few large "grains"

of tea for a few
minutes in warm
water, then care-

fully unroll them,

and state what
part of the tea-

plant you think
they are. What are

fruits? Name as

many fruit trees as

you can. What
parts of the rhu-

barb, cabbage,
onion, pea, pump-
kin, asparagus, and
celery do we use?

What IS a nut ? Fio. si—a Rubber Tree, showiiu a nilive emptying the

Name some nuts ™p. containin, the »p, Para, Bnuil

that are good to eat. What is a berry ? Examine closely

a clove; it is a flower bud with its long and hard stem
and cup.

QUESTIONS
1. In what respects diws the pine tree differ from other tr«es?

2. In what ways do forests benefit the soil ?

3. What parts of plants are useful ?

4. Name ttiree plants from which we obtain suj^ar.

5. State the uses of as many plants as you can.
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mmMmm
Name some trees which lose their leaves in the autumn
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Flo. J3 -Wcailitred Rocki at Cope Hcnw-
wdl, Nil.

farther down he must use
a crowbar to loosen the
hard clay and larger
stones before raisintrthem
with his shovel, and aftera
time he comes to the solid
rock (Fig. 62). The layer
of soft earth on the sui
face is the soil best suited
for plants. It usually
contains a little sand, a
good deal of clay, and a
quantity of partially de-
cayed grass, and rooto,

stems, and leaves of
plants. Why then is it

dark in color 7

^!^ ^* from the soil what they need as their food.Sometimes nearly all the food required 'oy a certain kindof

!S !'k''*"**^°'
thesoilmustbe enriched. Far^reenrich soil by using various kinds of manure, and they makesoil last longer by changing the kindof crops on afiefdS

18 the work of the earth-worm or "fish-worm. " There uemillions of these littlecreatures in the ground, living^t^
decaying vegetation, and in order to get their fZi theyP^ great quantities of soil through their bodies. Why dowe not wish them in flower pots if they improve theS
JS ATJ^-

^"^ ']•" decay of plants and the decay oi

^S'tn^ °" °^™"^' ^^^t' »n<l sunshine causesrocks to-become "weathered" (Fig. 53). and their surfacesbecome crumpled and are carried away by rain and m^ZWith decayed trunks, hnmches. leaves'and fruite ofS^f
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Where, then, do you think It ie deepert-in the valleys or
on the hilltops? Where may you expect to find the
richest soil-in the woods or in the open fields? Why?
Do all plants grow in the same kind of soU? WUl a plant
which grows well in sandy soil also grow well in clay? In
what kind of soil do you find thistles? Mushrooms? Pine
trees?

Plants need more or less water. Clover, dandelions,
and burdocks stay green when the grass is dying from
lack of rain. Examine the length of their roots, and
account for this. Why do we water house plants, garden

flowers, and lawns? Why do we place
the stems c4 cut flowers in water? Set
a Chinese lily or a hyacinth bulb on a
heap of pebbles in a saucer or shallow
bowl, and keep the pebbles covered with
water (Fig. 64); the bulb will grow and
develop beautiful flowers. In early spring
take a common turnip, cut off the point,
and dig into it a cavity about as large as
that of a small egg-cup; hold it with leaf-
end downwards, and hang it by three
strings in the sunshine, keeping the cavity
filled with water. Soon green leaves will
grow from its under side, turn upwards,
and enclose the whole turnip. Slips of
oleander and other plants take root in a
bottle of water. Beans will grow for a
few days in a tumblerful of sawdust, if
the sawdust be kept thoroughly wet all
the time. If lilac branches be cut in

"'no 'ri
~ "'™^°"' -f*'>"*'y or February and placed in a warm

otai^e"hoi''ur." rooro in the sunshine, with their cut ends
S'e-JfefVl, '1° « water, they will develop their leave*»» and flower clusters.
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yj

P«Minfir waggon,
»nd everyone
wishes for rain to
cleanseand cool the
air. There are
many parts of the
world where no
rain falls through-
out the year, where
nearly all vegeta-

C.meli can travel kni di.u»
WOiout water.

—"™»

tion is dead, and where the
whole land is a hot deso-
tate sandy or rocky waste.
Such regions are called
^e^erts (Fig. 55). Theyare
wuren, not usually because
the soil is poor, but because
theyget no rain. Wherever
a spring is found in a
desert, the land around it

FIO. SS-CI, In ,h, D««rt „f s.h«
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Plants which require much water grow in low wet places.
Willow trees prefer banks of streams, water lilies send
their roots into the mud in the bottom of a pond, and
water cress grows in the beds of creeks. Name other
trees or plants which grow in wet places. Name some
which prefer dry ground.

Plants do not grow properly without sunlight Place a
heavy board on growing grass for two or three days, and
then raise it. What is the appearance of the grass?
Examine the vines of potatoes which have began to sprout
in a dark cellar. What is their color? Are they healthy
and strong, or are they easily broken ? If there be a window
in the cellar notice whether they are growing out toward
it or not. Examine house plants that are in pots near 8
window. Do the leaves and branches turn toward the
window, or do they reach out in various directions? Some
flowers require more sunlight than others. The dandelion
and the wild rose grow in bright light, while the pansy,
anemone, and blue violet seek the shade. In which do the
may-apple (mandrake) and wild lily (trillium) grow-
bright or dim light? Why is the sunflower so named?

Plants require various degrees of heat Trees of all

kinds live for many years, no matter how keen the

Pio. 56—Odt Irrintkm Canal. Srathan Alberta. The water is brought ttoa
the Rocky Mouauiiu, a distance of sixty miles
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Winters fixwts. Many weeds remain green untU after the
first snow fails upon them. Some of our house plantsgrow well when set out in the garden for the summer,
but they must be brought into the house before there isany frost Other house plants are never set out. Namesome plants the seed of which is ripe in early summer.Name others of which the seed does not ripen till late in

wW7^; ^^" ^° ^^'^ ^'^ ""d harvest fall
wheat? When spnng wheat? Compare the times ofnpenmg of harvest apples, russets, and snow apples.

QUESTIONS
^L^ Is it the sand or the clay in soil that makes 1, become sticky when

2. Distinguish mud, dust, and dirt from each other.
3. Why is building-stone taken from deep in the earth ?
4. What are some of the uses of sand ?
6. State what you mean by soil, and tell how it i« f.^««=^ u

become poor,-and how it may be enricht^.
fo"ned,-how u may

tbe^B^u'dT" "" """ °' ™"" '" P'*"'' ' """ '^^' '1° '"ey extend into

7. What i, sap ? Where and how does the plant obtain it ?

dryVJund*'"""'
""'"' ^™"" '" ''"^ wet ground grow equally well in

9. Why do the cheeks of some apples become red '

10. Why does vegetation change at diffe„=nt heights up a mountain side ?
11. V\ hy are there very few plants in the far north ?
12. What causes roots and seeds to begin to grow in the spring?

we^^hrand\"^„"rrhisrsh^TwW''d'^ttrdoU7" - '- -"^



THE DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTS

The conditions of plant life— proper soil, moisture, light,

and heat—cause a great variation amongst plants over the

world. We cannot grow oranges or bananas in Canada,

but must bring them here from warm countries; while in

those warm countries very little wheat is grown, although

no country in [the world surpasses Canada in the quality

of its wheat. Generally where there is much rain the

plants found are those which require much water, and

they grow very large and very rank (Fig. 57) ; while in

dry regions vegetation is scanty, or disappears entirely.

One cause of the spread of plants over a district is the

distribution of their seed.

Examine the seeds of the

maple, pine, thistle, dande-

lion, and burdock, and try

to discover by what means
they are carried away from
the plants on which they

grew. You would be much
interested in findingout the

way manj other common
plants scatter their seed.

Man has transferred
many useful plants from

their original homes to dis-

tant lands. For example,

he has taken wheat and

cotton from south-western

Asia, coffee from eastern

Africa, Indian com from

-""ifiJ^ISS^'"""'' '^.'' the warmer parts of North
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America, and the potato and tomato from South /.merica,

and planted them in many countries where they were not
found before. Our cultivated flowers and fruit trees were
once wild, but they have been brought to our gardens, and
have been carefully trained, so that their blossoms are

much more handsome, and their fruit larger and more
luscious than when in the wild state. You well know how
much the climbing iv-se or the moss rose of our gardens
exceeds in size and coloring the wild rose of the fields,

and the large Ctoncord or Rogers grapes surpass in size

and sweetness the wild grapes of our rocky hillsides. Com-
pare also cultivated and wild cherries, plums, strawberries,

and raspberries.

In a large portion of Canada, particularly in the east and
west, the country is covered for many hundreds of miles

in extent with trees and undergrowth, in some places set

thickly together, and in others more open. An exten-

sive growth of this kind is called a forest, or the hush.

Much timber, pulpwood, and fuel are obtained from the
pines, spruces, and hardwoods of these forests, and thou-

sands of men are employed cutting down the trees and
preparing their products in saw mills and paper mills.

South-eastern Canada was once entirely covered with
forest, but in the last one hundred years many settlers have
cleared up a large part of the country, leaving on their

farms only small collections of trees, which they call woods.

Name the different kinds of hardwood and softwood trees

you have seen in the woods, and state the uses that may
be made of each.

In western central Canada there is a wide district of

nearly level land extending over hundreds of miles, on
which no trees were ever found except along tne banks of
the rivers. Those who first visited that part of the coun-
try found it covered with very tall coarse grass waving
before the wind, and as the discoverers wsre Frer^fhmen.
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they gave these vast meadow-like plains the French name
prairie. The only inhabitants they found there were
Indians, and countless numbers of bisons (buffaloes), fur-
bearing animals (Fig. 92) , and prairie fowl. Every autumn
the grass became dead and dry, and frequently caught fire,

and the flames spread with terrific swiftness, carrying death
and destruction in their course. The prairies are now
being rapidly settled, and the fertile land yields enormous
crops of wheat and other grains (Fig. 44). There are
prairie-like districts in other continents, but they are known

by other names
which you will
learn at a later
time.

Some parts of

.
Canada are noted
for their fruits.

The districts near
the Pacific in the

west, and near
the Atlantic in

the south-east,
and the extreme
southerly part in

the interior are all

noted for their
rich orchards and fruit farms. Name the principal garden
fruits which grow near your home.
There are many strange plants in foreign countries,

as well as in our own, about which you have yet to learn.

In some places the trees are so large that a top buggy
(Fig. 58) may stand inside one of their trunks, and have
room to spare on both sides. In others the top of a single

tree may spread wide enough to shelter under its branches

Fig. SS—The Bi( Tree. Stanley Pork
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Pio. 59- A Banyan Tree, in India. Note the main trunk and how the branches
dL'Scend and take root again. Compare with tlie size of the animals

a regiment of soldiers (Fig. 59) . Name as many common
fruits and nuts as you can, whieh do not grow in this coun-
try. Many a Canadian is living where oranges and pine-
apples are plentiful, and yet he is longing for the pleasure
of a taate of a good apple.

Several countries are represented in poetry and in
pictures by flowers or leaves. The emblem of England is
the rose, of Scotland the thistle, of Ireland the shamrock,
and of France the lily. The emblem that has been adopted
for Canada is the maple leaf, because the maple tree is so
common in our country, and so useful to us. State some
uses of the maple.

QUESTIONS
1. Why aro plant? not the same all over the worlJ ?

2. State two causes of distribution of plants.

3. For what purpcse do plants bear flowers?

4. Name some o^ the oarlv sprins^ flowers, and describe where th«v
Ifrow.

' '"^

ll^l II lllll|l)i I



THE USES OF ANIMALS
People who live near the north pole depend upon animals

for nearly all their supplies. They eat the flesh of seals,
polar bears, fish, and birds; they dress in fur of the bear
the seal, and other animals (Fig. 34) ; they heat and light
their huts by burning whale oil, and in some places cover
them with the skins of animals. Near the equator animals
are scarcely used for any of these purposes; the people eat
fruits which, grow without cultivation, dress themselves
scantily m home-made cloth woven of cotton or other plant
material, and live in bamboo^ or grass houses (Fig. 34)We live about half way between the north pole and the
equator, and make use of both animals and plants, as well
as minerals, for our supply of food, clothing, shelter, heat
and light.

At one time all animals were wild-cattle, sheep, and
dogs, as well as bears, wolves, and lions. Man had to
hunt animals to defend himself against their attacks and
to provide himself with food and clothing. But it was
afterwards found that some animals could be tamed and
trained to work, and could also be used to supply many
things that were needed. So those most suitable were
domesticated, that is, brought to live at our homes. Name
as many kinds of domestic animals in Canada as you can,
and state the various uses of each.
There are not ftie same kinds of domestic animals in

all parts of the world (Fig. 60). In South America the
llama, an animal not unlike a large sheep, is used to
carry loads down the mountain sides, and its young is
used for food. People in northern Africa and other
sandy desert regions (Fig. 55) travel on camels, and in
southern Asia on elephants. In the mountains of central
Ask the yak, an animal about a- large as a cow, and



Fig <>0—animals

ViS?™L!.t L„^„ ,?°"'? *«*""• 2. Elephant. 1 flins teak Iocs in India.
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covered with longr black hair, supplies the people with milk

and with hair to weave into cloth, and serves as a beast of

burden. In northern Europe the reindeer draws all the

heavy loads in boat-like sleighs, and provides its owner
with milk while it is living and meat after it has been
killed. In northern Canat^a six or eight dogs are harnessed
to a sleigh laden with 9" *is or people, and travel over the

ice and snow. Doga 'n - used in Europe too for drawing
loads; also oxen and jsaes in various countries for the

same purpose.

Not only domestic, but also wild animals are useful.

The flesh of bears, deer, partridge, and wild duck is always
considered good eating, and at one time along v ith buffalo

meat formed an important part at tiie food of the Indians.

Fish are wfld animals, and many kinds are taken in count-

less numbers to be used as food. The fur of the beaver,

otter, seal, bear, fox, and many others, has long been

valued (Fig. 92). When Canada was first settled, the

chief wealth of the country was in its furs, and for more
than a hundred years very little clearing of the forests

was done in order not to injure the fur-trade.

In the summer-time take a common caterpillar and place

it in a small barrel or box. Put in also some leaves of the

kind of plant on which it was found, and some branches of

any kind of tree, taking care that the latter do not lie flat

on the bottom. Then cover the box with a piece of fine

netting through which you can easily see. The caterpillar

will feed on the leaves for two or three weeks or less, and
then will enclose itself in a shell made of very fine thread,

and suspend itself from one of the branches you have

supplied. After remaining in this shell for a week or two
it will come out a perfect moth or butterfly. In many
warm countries the mulberry tree is grown, and on its

leaves a certain kind of worm or caterpillar feeds until it
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encloses itself in its case.

Then it is killed bydippingr
the case, or cocoon, into

hot water, and the thread
of the case is unwound and
spun into heavier thread,

or woven into doth. This
is how ailk is made, and
the worm is c? ''ed the silk-

worm (Fig. 61).

What is leather? What
is wool? What is ivory?

From what is glue made?
Name as many animals as
you can that are used as
beasts of burden. Name
as many as you can that

are used as pets. Name
any from which medicine
is prepared. Name any
that yield a dye. Name any that provide fuel and light.
Name a bird that is sometimes used to carry letters.
State as many uses of animals as possible, and name some
anmials put to each of these uses.

QUESTIONS
1. F.oin what other animals besides the cow is milk obtained ?
2. In what diRerent ways do we use milk ?

3. Which of our domestic animals is the most rapid traveller?
4. What is ttie Urgest domestic animal in the world ?
5. Name some of the principal water animals that are iistd as food.

PJO. <l—Tlw Snk-Worm in Its variou itacn.
1. The Moth. 2. Th« Caterpilliir. 3. Th«
Cocoon. 4. The Chryuliv.



SOME DIFFERENCES AMONG ANIMALS

Name as many animals as you can that eat grass, hay,
fruit, or other plant food. Name as many as you can that
eat other animals, or any kind of animal food. Nearly all

animals may be classed as either plant-eating, or flesh-

eating. Occasionally some flesh-eating animals will eat
plant food. The polar bear, which generally lives on fish

and seals, will greedily devour grass when he can get it.

Though dogs are fond of bones, and cats like milk, fish,

and mice, they willingly make a meal of potatoes or
bread. Which are the more fierce, plant-eating or flesh-

eating animals? Which kind does man use as food?
Animals depend upon plants for their food. The flesh-

eating animals would starve if vegetation did not support

I'lO. u
How different animah

are adapted for their

mode of feeding.

I The RIephant.
2. The Flamingo.
.1. The Ostrich.

4. The Giraffe.
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thoee animals on which they feed. The owl eata the
squirrel that lives on wheat and nuts, and the eagle eats
the deer that lives on grass, leaves, and wild fruits.

All animals are specially adapted for their methods of
pursuing, seizing, and eating their food (Fig. 62). Why
have the duck and the goose flat breasts and -webbed feet,

while turkeys and hens have pointed breasts and feet with-
out webs? Why have storks and some other aquatic birds,
which live on fish and frogs, long legs, long necks and long
bills? Why have hawks, which eat small birds, sharp eyes
and sharp talons? Why has the woodpecker a long sharp
bill, and how does his tail aid him in securing his food?
Ostriches do not need to fly to obtain their food of leaves,
grass, and fruits, so their wings are small, but as they
need to be able to run fast, their legs are long and strong,
and as they sometimes have to reach long distances to the
ground or to the tops of trees, their necks are long.
The giraffe, which eats grass or the fruit and leaves
of tall trees, requires its long neck. Why are its legs
so long? The elephant, which has a very short neck,
would have difilculty to get either the grass or the leaves
and fruits on which he feeds, if he had not his long trunk.
Compare the teeth of the dog with those of the horse; why
is there a difference? What is the chief use of the front
teeth of a mouse? What of the back teeth? Name any
other animals that have teeth like those of the mouse. In
what ways is the cat specially adapted for catching mice?
The owl for catching squirrels ? The cow for

'

' cropping '

'

grass ? What is the food of man, and how are his teeth
suited to the food he eats?

The coverings of animals are suited to the climate in
which the animal lives. The polar bear in the frozen
regions of the north has a thick coat of fur, while the
elephant in the warm countries near the equator has
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Fic. 63—The Whale. Note its surroundings

scare Jy any hair. The fur of the moose or the beaver is

much thicker than that of the lion or the monkey. The
whale, in the icy waters of the far north or south, has a
thick covering of fat, called "blubber," just inside his
skin, which helps to keep him warm (Fig. 63). The
original home of the sheep was high up in the mountains;
why should he have a thick coat of wool? Some animals
lose their hair or their feathers every year; in what season
of the year? Why cannot flies, grasshoppers, mosquitoes,
and other insects endure the winter season? In what
ways do frogs, swallows, snakes, and muskrats keep them-
selves warm during winter? How do hens and pigeons
keep their toes warm on winter nights when perching ?

Why do we cover horses with blankets in winter, and not
cattle? Name some birds that stay with us throughout the
winter.

Animals do not always live agreeably together. The vrolf

tries to eat the beaver, the eagle tries to carry away the
lambs from the flocks or the deer from the forests, and
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FlO. 64 -A CuttleFbh. How Bani smu hult?

one sparrow tries

to steal a dainty

worm or apple-core

from another. The
various methods of

self-defence cause

important differ-

ences among ani-

mals. Name any
animals you know
that defend them-
selves by biting,
scratching, running away, or kicking. How is each one
you name specially fitted for its own method of defence?
How do the cow, bee, frog, grass-snake, caterpillar, turtle,
and common house-fly defend themselves ? Try to find
out the means of defence of other animals which you often
see. Why are hares dark gray or brown in summer and
white m winter? Why have rabbits such large ears? The
mole has found its safest place underground, and he has

been living there so long
that his eyes have be-
come no longer of much
use to him,but his nose and
claws are well adapted for
burrowing. Monkeys are
safer in the trees than
anywhere else, and they
are now expert climbers.
The cuttle-fish (Fig. 64),
when in danger, darkens
the water all around him
by an inky liquid from his
body, and then escapes

Fio 65—A Plirini Piih, punucd by » Shark
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unseen. The flying fish,

when attacked by a shark,

leaps out of the water for

many yards through the
air (Fig. 65). The ant-

eater, when pursued, rolls

himself into a ball and
covers himself with his

bushy tail, and resembles

a heap of daad grass. The
elephant strikes with his

trunk, the ostrich kicks

forwards, and the loon and
other water birds dive and
remain under water a long

time.

For what purposes do
animals use their homes?
Name some that have no
homes? Many make their

homes in places that are

hidden or hard to reach.

Squirrels seek some hollow
tree, and bury in the ground near it stores of nuts for
the winter ; idthough the ground be covered with snow,
the squirrel never forgets the exact position of his storage
holes. The beaver burrows into the bank of a river or
creek, and builds his house on the bank at the end of his

tunnel. There is no opening to the outside, and by build-

ing a dam of logs and mud across the stream he causes
the water to rise and cover over the entrance to his home
(Fig. 66). These dams are often quite large and strong,

creating ponds, or "beaver meadows," as they are called.

'^S3^
" --iX
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Pio. 66—A Beaver Dam. Note the round
houses without visible entrance
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Name other animals which
make their homes under
ground. Name some that

live under logs and stones.

Where does the mouse
make its nest, and out of
what does he make it?

Some birds hide their
nests in the grass, others
in the thick foliage, while
others again build them
on the top of some high
cliflp where none of their

enemies can get near them
(Fig. 67).

QUESTIONS
1. State some dlfTeronces between plants and <: ..is.

th-^" ir'?
"'"' '*° ''^'"^'' "" *"'>»'» divided, .ccording to the food

a Name some animaU that eat grain, and some that eat nuti.
4. What are some diRerences between land-animals and water-animals ?

doLy^s^tir'f^^T"^™"
""' "'"'

'" ™"^' "" "•• "»• "<-

6. Name some animal- that can live both in the water and on the land.
7. Describe the methods used by some animals to protect their homes.
8. By what name '

, home of the hear known ? How does the bearspend the wmter? \ ^ the food of the bear?
«ne near

bird?
'" "^'"' «»?«'' o ''W» differ from other animals? Is the bat a

10. What are some of the chief causes of variation amongst animtUs?

Pio. «7—An Eagle'i Nut on a kdie ol a
rocky precipice



. THE DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMALS
By what different methods niay animals travel or be

carried from one place to another? Which of these would
cause the widest distribution of animals?
Animals scatter themselves over a region in search of

food, and may go as far as their food is found. Some-
times they are driven long distances by other animals that
attack them.

But the chief cause of the distribution of animals is the
work of man. He has taken, many useful animals, such as
the horse, the cow, the sheep, and the pig, from Europe,
and placed them in North and South America and Aus-
tralia, and they are now found in those continents in
very great numbers. He is also destroying injurious
animals. Wolves, bears, and other ferocious animals of
Canada are not now found in the well-settled parts, and
there are very few fierce animals in Europe, although p
thousand years ago they were very numerous and of many

varieties. Someof
the less injurious

animals also are

dicappearing be-
fore man. The
bison or buffalo

(Fig.68) of North
America and the

elephantofcentral

Africa and south-

ern Asia are be-

1.0 6, B.,frj,,„ .. B„„„, ,„ ,H. c.„.<„„n Boc^r
«=o«>in8 scarce. In

Mountain lark. On!y a few, carefully juarded, OUr OWH COUntrV
remain out rl the countless thousands that for. . . , ,meriy nramcd nvpi I'l.- r"l ics It flaS DeCOmC
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necessary to protect deer and some kinds of fish and
birds to prevent their total destruction.
Animals are prevented from distributing themselves

over certain districts because of mountain ranges, deserts
or oceans in their way, or because the climate is not
suitable. Many species are therefore kept within certain
limits, forming animal regions, just as there are regions
where some plants grow and others do not. The various
animal regions and the barriers which surround them
you will study at another time.
Some countries have animal, as well as plant, emblems

We often speak of the British Hon, the Russian bear
(Russia is a large country of Europe), or the American
eagle (the United States of America, the country bordering
Canada on the south, often, though incorrectly, called
America). The animal which has been, adopted as the
emblem of Canada is the beaver, probably because that
animal is hard-working and intelligent, and wto found in
very large numbers almost everywhere in Canada when
the country was first setttled.

QUESTIONS
1. AVhy are wild animals grradiially becoming less numerous?
a. What are the cliief barriers lo the distribution of animals?
3. What are some causes of distribution of animals.-
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PEOPLE AND THEIR HOMES
In the centre and south of Africa the people have black

skins, and are known as Negroes (Fig. 69). In many places
on that continent a white man may not be seen for years,
and when one does appear he is an object of great curiosity.
The children run to have a good look at him, and while keep-
ing at a safe distance they smile at his white skin, straight
hair, thin lips, and at the queer clothes he wears. We
may imagine with what wonder these little black people
might listen to an account of tne white children ofCanada,
their warm clothing for winter, their skating and sleigh-
riding, their football, their dolls, the houses of brick,
stone, or wood in which they live, and the strange things
they eat, all of which seem so common to Canadian boys
and girls. The wonder and interest of the little yellow
people in the east of Asia, the brown children of the
islands near Australia, or the happy fat-faced little fellows
in the islands north of North America also would be great.

And are we n -

just as interest-

ed in finding out
all we can about
the boys and
girls in distant
lands — what
they look like,

what the' eat
and wear, and
how they play—
and about their

fathers and
'^° S9- A Ncsm Home and the Peopk in Central Africa mOtherS— the
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Flo. 70—Liberated Slaves from Central AWia at Zanzibar

kind of work they do, and the kind of house? in which
they live?

Until about two hundred years ago the only people in
central and southern Africa were of the black race. Since
then many white people have gone there, and have formed
large settlements chiefly at the south end of the continent.
Central Africa is hot all the year round, so that the natives
do not require heavy clothing or fires to keep themselves
warm, and their homes need not be anything more
than grass huts or cabins to give shade and keep off rain
(Figs. 34 and 69). Not only have these people black or
very dark skin, but they have also woolly or crinkly hair,
broad flat noses, and very thick lips. The little folks are
bright and playful, with twinkling black eyes, white teeth,
and heels that can scamper over the sand and grass at a
lively rate. While their fathers are away hunting the
elephant and lion, or at war with some neighboring tribe.
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and their mothers are taking care of the cattle, hoeing
com, weaving cloth, or coolting, the children are gather-
ing a few roots or wild fruits for supper, or playing around
the huts with small bows and arrows and other rude toys.
At one time the onl; people in Australia were black

people. They were very rude in their habito and slow to
learn. Very few of them are now left, and whites make
up nearly the whole population of that continent.
For many years bad men carried on the slave trade

They made raids on the villages of the black people in
Africa, took men, women, and children away from their
homes, and sold them as slaves to the white settlers in
America and elsewhere. The sufferings and sorrows of
these poor people in being taken prisoners, and the abuse
they received in their long voyage over the ocean and
during the remainder of their lives of slavery we can
hardly realize. Only about forty years ago, after a severe
war, those in the United States were given their freedom,
and since that time they have been slowly improving in
education and culture. In the days when slavery existed
there many Negroes made their escape to Canada where
they at once became free. Nearly all the "colored" people
of Canada are either liberated slaves or are children or
grandchildren of liberated slaves. Some of them can tell
interesting stories of slavery days. Now slavery no longer
exists among civilized nations, and Great Britain Maintains
vessels and men to interceptArabs and other slave-traders,
and to set free the poor captives they have taken (Fig. 70)Now let us visit the homes of the Chinese, who live in
China, a country in the east of Asia. There the people
have yellow skins, eyes more slanting than ours are, and
long straight black hair which the men wear in a queue, or
long braid, hanging down their backs (Fig. 71) . The greater
part of their country is warmer than Canada, so their
clothing ia made of light material and seems very odd to
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Fio. 71—A ChlncM Painlly of tht Mandarin or Upptr Clan

US, especially their loose coats and cloaks with sleive? which
serve as pockets, and their cotton or silk shoes with thick
white felt soles. The richer peop'e live in houses that are
well built of wood or brick, whi'& the poorer classes must be
satisfied with those ofmud or straw. The little Chinese boys
and girls, rich and poor, are very respectful to
their parents, and those '

' the laboring class give
good help in planting rice in wet ground, gather-
ing leaves from the tea bushes on the hillsides,
and feeding the chickens, geese, ducks, and pigs,
which are kept around their homes. The chief
lessons they have to learn are reading and writ-
ing. Each word in their language is written as -

j,,^ „
a separate letter or picture, and hundreds or •ckxi Mominr'
tUousands of these must be learned (Fig. 72). cL^"

"

inese Doys
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Pio. 7»—ClilnMe I^r*! I^wt. Notlct how Iwr
tOM have been tunitri in from bandagins
when youog.

This ia much harder than
learning to spell, is it not?
The wealthier people

think it very inelegant

for ladies to have large

feet, so they bind the
feet of their little girls,

and keep them so for

several years (Fig. 73).

The children suffer much
pain, and when ^hey are

grownup their feet are so

small and deformed, that

they cannot walk well.

But the little folks find

time to play, and a merry
lot they are with their

kites and paper dolls, their queer-looking play-houses, and
their tame rats and mice.

There are yellow people living in Japan, the islands off

the east coast of Asia. They aie much more progressive
and better educated than the Chinese, and during the last

fifty years have become a powerful nation. When the chil-

dren see a person newly arrived from Canada they think
he b very large and without good manners, because the
Japanese people are smaller than we are, and are perhaps
the most polite people in the world. If we were there little

Juzo would be only too glad, after school is over for the
day, to take us through his home and show us the things
in it, and over the town to show us the strange sights.

His father has straight black hair, cut short like that of
the men in our country. His mother paints her face white
and her lips red, and carefully braids her long black
glossy hair and fastens it up with fancy wooden pins. All

the people wear loose robes, sometimes of red and blu«

I H
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Fio, 74—A Group of Japanc*'

silk, which give them a gay appearance. As polite as
Juzo is, he does not offer us a chair when we go into his
home. There are no chairs in that country. The people
•it on mats or rugs on the floor, and at meal time gather
around dishes of rice, flsh, m^i^mmr^^^^
vegetables, fruit, and tea, ^»*s-*;.«^
placed upon small low
tables. In our walk about
the town we notice that
the houses are built
mostly of bamboo, with
wide eaves, and sliding

doors and windows, and
are surrounded by beauti-
ful flower gardens. In
the workshops -ilks,

paper parasols, fine porce-
lain, and other fancy articles are made, and in the ^wores
the goods are arranged on the floor, and customers are
given a cup of tea before they make their purchases. On

the streets the
farmersare bring-
ing in their loads

of rice and tea
leaves, drawn by
oxen or small
horses, and ladies

are taking
pleasure drives in

their jinrikiahaa,

or light two-
, ,

wheeled carriages
drawn by men. Peddlers carry their wares around (Fig.
75) and many children are playing on the streets. Some
are flying kites and others are walking on stilts, and we see

Fio. 73—JapuneK Fruil and Vecttabk Peddlers
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JapaneM Oirls sleeping on a wooden pillow

several little girls

romping around
with young babies

tied upon their
backs. Their
fathers and
mothers are very-

good to them, pro-

vide them with all

kinds of toys and
games, and in every

way possible try to

make them happy.

When Juzo comes

home and has his supper, he has a good bath in hot water,

then he wraps himself in a comfortable padded quilt, lies

down upon the floor, puts his head upon a small cushioned

wooden stool, and goes to sleep for the night (Fig. 76).

It would be pleasant if we could also visit the ice or

bearskin huts of the people of Greenland (Fig. 34), north

of North America, learn how busy the people are, hunting

and fishing, and
hear the merry
shouts of the boys

and girls as they

go sliding down the

snowy hillsides. It

would also be pleas-

ant to visit the bam-
boo houses of the

Malays in the
south-east of Asia,

to watch them
growing coffee and

. , Fio. 77—Indians in tlie northwest of Canada,
spices^ and to see wiuiwiiwam
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how happy the little folks are as they climb trees for nuts
and fruit, or swim in the cool waters of the rivers and
lakes of their island homes.

There are many different kinds of people in the world.

Some are white like nearly all of the people of Canada,
some are black like the Africans, and others are yellow,

copper-colored, or brown, like the Chinese, the Indians

(Fig. 77), or the

Malays (Fig. 78).

People, like the

blacks of central

Africa and Austra-

lia, who are rude,

uneducated, and
uncultured; who
live by hunting,

fishing, and gather-
ing wild fruits; who
are often at war
with one another; Pia. 78—Natlvn cl»nlng Hcc kcmels in Marindunur

and who worship
L«.<.„, PWUippine I,laads

idols which they make for themselves, are called savages. In
what ways dowe differ from savages ? People, likethe Cana-
dians and the white race generally, are said to be civilized.

Many of the yellow and brown people, not as wild as the
Australian blacks, nor as cultured as the Canadians, are said
to be half-civilized.

QUESTIONS

1. From what materials did Canadians build their houses long ago?
What places did they usually select in which to build them?

2. From what dowe build our houses to-day?—in the countrj'?—in the city?

3. Where do the greater number of people live?—in the mountains, in
the valleys, or on the plains ?

4. By what name are Indian babies known ?—Negro babies ?

5. Compare white, black, and yellow people w ith respect to their hair,
nose, lips, eyes, clothing, occupations, and the different parts of the
world in which they live.



*

FARMING AND STOCK-RAISING

Let us now consider for a little while the principal
occupations of the people of Canada.
The most important occupation in our country is Farm-

ing. There are some places where many people depend
upon fishing, mining, or lumbering, but even there they
need farm products for food-wheat, fruits, beef, pork,
milk. When the farmer's crops are poor the whole
country suffers, but when crops are gooid every class of
business flourishes.

Part of the work of the farmer consists in ploughing,
harrowing, cutting hay, sowing, reaping and threshing
grain, planting and gathering root crops, and drawing the
produce of the farm to market He must consider well the
kind of crop he wishes to cultivate upon any part of his
farm. Where the land is low and moist he grows good
hay, and his meadows supply food for cattle and horses;
where the land is not so wet, and the soil is good, he sows
his wheat, oats, and other grains; in a more sheltered part
of his farm he plants an orchard, in which he raises apples.

-Western Harniinc Sceae. Cutting Wbeat
100
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Flo. 80—Farmrard Scene, Ontario

pears,plums, cher-

ries, and peaches.

If his farm be in

a warm valley he
mayraise little else

upon itthan fruits

;

if it be neara large

city itmaybereally
a garden in which
he grows only
market vegetables.

The arrangement of crops on a farm we see repeated on
a much larger scale all over Canada. The broad prairie

land in western Canada, where the soil is rich and the

rainfall moderate, is one of the chief wheat regions of the
world (Fig. 79). In the warmer portions of the Dominion
in the south-west, south, and south-east, there are many
splendid fruit farms producing abundance of apples (Fig.

46), peaches, grapes, and other fruits.

A visit to a farmyard is always pleasant (Fig. 80) . Name
some of the animals that may be seen there. Perhaps the
most useful one is the cow. For what different purposes

do we use her milk, flesh, hide, hair, bones, hoofs, and
horns? Describe in a similar way the uses of the other

farmyard animals you can name.
In Canada, just west of the grain region, there is a

broad section of country that does not receive rain enough
for successful grain, hay, or fruit farming. It is given up
to the herding of horses, cattle, and sheep. The great

areas over which the animals are allowed to roam are called

ranges or ramliea (Fig. 81), and the men whose business it

is to look after them are called cowboys. The cowboys,
mounted on fleet-footed pojiies, collect all the cattle of

their ranch generally twice a year in a great round-up,

first to brand or mark the calves that belong to their herds,
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Fib 81—Ranch Scene. Uish River, Alberto. Why is the climate dry here,'

and later to take out those animals suitable for shipment,

and then allow those left over to run free again. Find

out how the cowboj* catch the cattle they wish to brand.

In what do you think consists the chief value of the animals

herded upon Canadian ranches?

QUESTIONS

T. What kinds of work are done by the farmer's boy, the farmer's girl,

and the farmer himself?

2. What are the principal crops raised by the farmers near your own
home ?

3. Describe the various features of a good farm.

4. How do farmers raise good crops in some countries wh<'fc it scarcely

ever rains ?

6. What advantages has the farmer's boy or girl? Where would you

prefer to live, in the city or in the country ? Why ?

0, Why are cattle on ranches very wild? Do you think the cattle on

our farms would become wild if turned loose upon the ranches ?

T- Why are flocks of sheep guarded more carefully than herds of cattle

or hoi'ses ?

8. What is the natural food of the pig? By what names are different

parts of its flesh known?

0. Describe various ways of preserving meat.



LUMBERING

The vast forests in the western and eastern parts of our
country give rise to the great lumbering industry.

In ijie beginning of winter, large gangs of men and
horses gather together at the "shanties," or lumber
camps in the forest Among them are many of the

farmers near where we are living, who have left their

farms to the care of their wives and daughters, while

they and their sons have gone with their horses to the

forest for the winter's work (Fig. 82). A lumberman,
who owns the timber growing upon a certain section

of the great forest called a "timber limit," has hired the

men to cut down trees, saw them into logs, and haul them
by means of horses to the bank of the river. This

work goes on all winter, and thousands of logs are piled up
ready to be floated down the stream after the ice thaws in

the spring. Many men also are employed in drawing to

the lumber camps supplies of salt pork, beans, flour;

Fig 82—Lumber Camp near Kliick, Ont.
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. Pio. 83—Rollins Logs into the River

molasses, hay and oats, to be used as food for the shanty-

men and their horses. The shantymen and the drivers are

generally dressed in warm woollen clothes, with woollen or

fur caps, woollen or lea':her belts, and moccasins. Can you

tell why they dress in this way?
In the spring many of the men return home, and a

smaller number work throughout the spring and summer

with the logs. They stamp the owner's mark deep into

the ends of the logs, and roll them into the river (Fig. 83)

,

upon which they float in thousands out of the forest.

About once every week a small boat containing four or five

men is rowed down stream, and any logs that have been

stopped along the shore are pushed out into the middle of

the river.

When all the logs piled on the bank during the winter

have been started down the river, a gang of thirty or

!<lil

(!•',;
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forty men stretch a 600m, or line of light logs with ends
chained together, across the river, attach row-boats to

the ends of it, and draw it down the stream, driving all

tiieir logs before them. Their work is often dangerous,
and many a man in running over the logs loses his footing
and drops into the water ; but seldom is one drowned, for

Fio 84—Logs floating in the river near Three Rivers, Que,

most of them are good swimmers. For the remainder of
the season the river is clear of logs.

Sometimes when the river is very large the logs are
enclosed within a circle of lighter logs chained together,

and the whole is then towed down stream or across small
lakes by a steamer. Square timber is bound strongly
together into cribs; when a number of cribs are joined
together, they form a raft (Fig. 86). Often there are
waterfalls and rapids so rough that the logs would be
split and otherwise damaged in passing over them. To
prevent this, slides, or huge troughs, are built around the
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rapids, and the

logs or cribs are

carried down by
the smooth swift

current at a very

rapid rate. Some
of these slides are

only built for

single logs, while

others are large

enough to take in

whole cribs at a

time (Fig. 85). A
ride on a crib of

timber down a
Fio. 85—A crib of timber pas«inir down a slide at Ottawa

sli(}e ig aS eXCiting

as coasting or toboggani.ig. Where the stream is smooth

and broad the cribs are usually bound together into larjge

rafla, sometimes covering an acre or more of water (Fig.

86). Often the men have one or more cabins on the raft

where they sleep and get their meals during their journey.

Fio. 86—Raft of amber, made un ''f cribs, and cnntainina cabins for the men in charge

II
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Fio. 87—Sawmill and lumber-yard, Rockland, Ont.

In both western and south-eastern Canada the logs are

brought to great saw-mills, enclosed in a boom, and after-

wards sawn into lumber (Fig. 87). At some of the cities

the lumber prepared in the mills is placed on board large

vessels and carried across the ocean to other countries.

While most of the trees, when felled, are cut into logs,

which are then sawn into lumber, still a great many of the

straightest and best trees, and generally all those we call

hardwood, such as oak and elm, are not cut into lengths.

These are squared, that is, trimmed to make them square

instead of round. They are then floated down in the same
manner as the logs, some to be made into beams and other

heavy timbers; but a large part is brought in rafts to the

seaport cities, where it is shipped on board large vessels to

other countries. The finest and straightest of all are

not squared, but are used for masts of ships; and many
smaller ones ire used for telegraph poles.
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f > In aome parts of the country railways have been built to

the lumber camps, and logs are taken away, and provisions

are brought in, by trains. This is a much quicker way of

doing the work than by horses and by floating the logs

down the rivers.
QUESTIONS

1. Tnice the history of any piece of timber or lumber In your house.

2. Why do we paint the wood of our houses, furniture, and fences?

8. Name some trees from which lumber is obtained. What kind is

chiefly used ?

4. In what ways are forests useful ? Why should we be.careful ofthem ?

5. What is done with the logs which the lumberman takes from the

Canadian forests?



MINING

Of what substance are stoves made?-A twenty dollar

piece of nwney?—A twenty-five cent p ce?—A one cent

piece? Name as many other uses as you can to which

each of these four metals is put Name three other

common metals. Which is the heaviest metal you have

seen? Which is the lightest?

All of the substances you have named we get out of

rocks. Deep and large openings, called mines, are made

in the earth by miners, and the ore, or rock containing

the metal, is brought to the surface, where the pure metnt

is extracted from it. Any rock, or substance which fomw
part of a rock, we call a mineral.

Name any articles in your home or in your school-room

made entirely or partially of iron. Name half a dozen

iron or steel tools used in wood-working—in the garden-

in your home. What are some of the uses of iron in

house-building—on railways—on the sea—in warfare?

Name some iron machines. How do you think we should

be able to get along if we had no iron?

For what purposes do we use coal? It has been formed

in the earth during the course of thousands of years, from

the remains of trees and other plants. The two most

common varieties are " hard coal " and "soft coal."

Hard coal is quite hard, like stone, has a black shiny

surface, and bums with very little flame. It is mined in

larg'e lumps, and the lumps are taken to buildings called

breakers, crushed between heavy iron rollers, and assorted

into the various sizes of coal which we can buy. Find out

the names of some of the common grades of hard coal.

Soft coal is more easily broken than hard coal, and is

duller in color. Soft coal h U2cd in furnaces for steam-
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Pio. M—The MilWf. Tippk Buildings, and Cukr Ovens at Michel. B.C.

boilers, steamships and locomotives. It is often used also

as fuel in grates, where it bums with a bright cheerful

blaze. When it is roasted in large iron retorts, ordinary

eoal gas, 80 much used for lighting and heating purposes,

is driven out of it, and what is left is a useful fuel called

coke (Fig. 88) . Find out which kind of coal the blacksmith

uses in hia forge, and which is used on railway engines

in our country. Vfliich kind gives out the greater amount
of smoke in burning?

One kind of iron ore is a black heavy rock, and others

are reddish, yellowish, and gray. To obtain iron from the

ore the latter is mixed with coke and limestone in Uast

furnaces (Fig. 89), which are like tall towerf and there

heated until the whole is melted, and the metal being

heaviest, sinks to the bottom. Then when thoroughly

melted it is allowed to run in a stream out of a vent-hole

in the bottom of the furnace into short troughs moulded in

sand, where it cools into bars called pign, forming pig-iron.
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This process is called smeltino. From pig-iron the various
forms of steel, wrought iron, and cost iron are prepared.

Name the gold coins used in Canada. How does gold
compare in value with other metals? Why is it so valu-

able? What are some of the qualities of gold?

Gold is found in fine grains in the sand along the banks
or the bottoms of many rivers, and also embedded in rocks.

The miner calls the gold-bearing sand or mud " pay-dirt,

"

and any lump of gold a "nugget." There are several

Pio. >«—Blut I»um«M at Sydney. C.B. The naton this fumace h rfluattd her«
IS Iwcause the irun-orc and the toal are here found near together

different ways of obtaining pure gold, a common one being
by washing pay-dirt, or crushed gold-bearing rock, with
water, so as to carry away the sand, and leave the heavier
gold. This is done in British Columbia on a laige scale, by
means of very powerful streams of water directed against
the hillside, through a tube which resembles a gigantic
hose (Fii?. 90).

What silver coins are used in Canada? Gold and silver

are called the "precious metals. " Why?
For what purposes are limestone, granite, and sandstone

used? Pits where rocks are dug out of the ground are

1
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called quarries (Fig. 91). What are some of the uses of
marble, stone, and mica?
Not all minerals are solid. Petroleum, from which com-

mon coal oil, benzine, vaseline, and many other substances
are obtained, is a dark-colored liquid pumped from wells
which are sunk deep down into the ground. Natural gas,
resembling coal gas, rushes with great force from deep
borings in the ground. Salt is often found dissolved in

water, and is obtained by sinking wells, pumping out the
brine, and evaporating it in large shallow trays or pans.
In some parts of the world, however, a solid form of salt

called "rock salt" is dug or quarried out of the ground,
like coal.

The life of the miner is not an easy one. The country
in which he lives is generally mountainous, rocky, and

Fic. 90—China Creek Hydraulic Mine, Cariboo Minine Divi.i
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Fig. 91—stone Quarry at Credit I^orks, Ont.

desolate. Coal mining: is

very dirty work, and the

miners soon becomegrimy
with coal dust. Mines
deep in the ground are

very hot and dark, and in

spite of modem methods
of ventilation have air

that is often impure.
The gases which form
in coal mines, when
mixed with air, become
highly explosive, and
often scores and hundreds
of workmen are killed by
an explosion of whai, is called "fire damp," sometimes
caused by the careless exposure of the flame of the candle
or lamp carried by each miner.

Canada is one of the richest mining countries in the
world. No doubt you have heard of the gold of the Klon-
dike. That region is in the extreme north-west of Canada,
but the mountainous country all along the Pacific coast,
and some smaller areas in the south-east of our country
are rich in gold. Iron is found in the mountainous parts
both in the east and west, and coal abounds in many
sections of the country. You will some day study more
definitely the location of many minerals in Canada and in
other countries.

QUESTIONS

1. In what ditterent ways are rocks useful to us ?

2. Which do you consider the most useful metal? Which the moat
useful rock ?

3. Are the common metals and rocks found generally in mountainous or
in level country? Do you think any couid be found under the soU of the
valley ?

4. All the minerals named in this chapter are found in Canada. Which
are metals ? Which are rocks ? Which are minerals that are not solid ?

I
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Fic. 93—Trading with the Indiana at a Hudson's Bay Co.'s Post

FUR-TRADE AND FISHERIES

The forests of Canada are full of wild animals of many
kinds. Bears, deer, wolves, foxes, otters, mink, and many-
other fur-bearing animals (Fig, 92), are common, and
partridges, ducks, quail, and other wild birds, many of
which are useful for food, are also very numerous. You
already know that the Indians at one time easily obtained
by hunting and trapping all the meat and furs they needed,
and that the French people, who at one time owned
Canada, carried on for many years an extensive trade in
furs. The furs were sent to Europe, where they were in
great demand, and brought high prices. Companies were
formed to carry on the fur-trade, the largest of which—
the Hudson's Bay Company, founded nearly two hundred
and fifty years ago-has existed to the present day.
Although the fur trade is not as great now as it once was,
it is still important, and valuable shiploads of furs are
sent to Great Britain every year. The Indians of the

I
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North and North-west make a living by hunting and trap-

ping; and the furs they obtain they bring to the stores

or trading-posts, and excha.ige them for blankets, flour,

guns, and other articles (Fig. 93).

As a result of reckless hunting, many of the wild ani-

mals have nearly disappeared, such as the beaver, once
very numerous, and the buffalo, which formerly roamed
over the prairies of Canada, and of which only a few
specimens, carefully guarded, now remain (Fig. 68). The
laws of our country do not allow men to hunt deer and
other useful wild animals -whenever they may choose.

Deer may be hunted for a short time each autumn, and
even then, each man is allowed to take only a small

number of them. But what are known as " noxious," or

harmful animals, such as the bear, wolf, lynx, or fox, may
be hunted at any time. In some parts of Canada large

^

Prn 94—Drvtae Codfish in New Brunswick.
The codfish are split, cleaned, salted,—
and spread out to dry iu the sun. They

sent away.

}1.
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tracts of country, called "National Parks," are reserved
for the purpose of protecting "game" from utter destruc-
tion. In them no hunting or shooting is ever permitted.
Name some wild animals that are useful for food; also
some from which we obtain fur. Can you describe any of
their habits, or where they are found?
Have you ever gone fishing? If so, what method of

catching fish did you use? What kinds of fish are taken in
the waters near your home? When you go into a grocery-
store or fish-market, find out the different kinds of fresh
fish, salted fish, dried fish, and canned fish sold there.
Examine the labels of the canned fish, and state where
they are obtained. The merchant will tell you where the
other kinds come from.

Many methods are adopted for catching fish. Codfish
are generally taken by means of hook and line, like yours,
but each line carrying as many as twenty-five or fifty

hooks. Mackerel and herring, which come in shoals, or
swarms, are enclosed in seines, or very long nets, the
fishermen in their boats gradually drawing the ends of
the net together. Some fish are caught by the gills in

giU nets, long nets which hang in the water and are
supported by small floating buoys. The larger fish only
are caught, while the smaller ones swim through
the meshes. Lobsters are taken in what are called
"pots "-wicker baskets, -open at both ends, one wide,
the other narrow, several fitted one into the other,
so that the fish easily enter, but are unable to find

their way out. Can you find out why wicker traps,

and not nets made of cordag , should be used for
lobsters ?

Many thousands of hardy fishermen are employed in the
Canadian fisheries, catching fish, and drying, salting, can-
ning, and otherwise preparing them for market. The
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Via 95 —Scow-I.oad of Salmnn. British Columbia

value of their boats,

nets, and other out-

fit is reckoned in

millions of dollars.

The largest fisheries

of Canada are on
the coasts of the
Atlantic and Pacific

oceans, in the bays
and river-mouths,
and also at dis-
tances of hundreds

of miles from land. The chief fish taken in the Atlantic,

are cod, herring, mackerel, and lobsters, and on the Pacific

coast, salmon (Fig. 95). At certain seasons of the year
the salmon leave the salt water of the ocean, and swarm
up the rivers in such great numbers as to actually im-
pede the flow of the water in the more shallow places.

Why should these be good localities for canning establish-

ments? Our large inland lakes are well stocked with
whitefish, salmon-trout and sturgeon, and catching these
affords employment to a great many men.
The fisheries of Canada are an important source of wealth

to our country. It may surprise you to learn that a greater
value of fish is sent from Canada to other countries, chiefiy

Great Britain and the United States, than there is of cattle

and sheep, although that is very large.

QUESTIONS
1. What wild animals were hunted many years ag^o near where you now

live ? Are any hunted there now ?

2. Name the chiefwild animals ofCanada that provide us with fur or food.

3. Describe some of the different ways of capturing wild animals.

4. Try to find out what we obtain from the whale.

5. Describe as many methods of fishings as you can.

6. Name as many kinds of fish caught in Canadian waters (river, lake,
or ocean) as you can.
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MANUFACTURING AND COMMERCE
In every large village, town, or city there are men who

make many things to sell, such as clothes, shoes, flour,

bread, tinware, horseshoes, waggons and sleighs, and
woollen cloth. Sometimes a large factory, in which
hundreds of men work, is built in a town or city, where
are made such articles as house furniture, farm imple-
ments, carpets, carriages, and steam engines (Fig. 96).
All these kinds of work are classed under the general
name—manvfactures. Name as many manufactures as
you can that are carried on in the village, town, or city in

or near which you live.

Shoemakers, tailors, and other small manufacturers set
up their business wherever they can get custom for what
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they make, for they supply local demand and do not send
their goods very far away. Large factories are established
where the material they require can be easily obtained,
and their products readily shipped away. Some sugar
factories are built where beets can be proiitably raised;
cement factories where there is abundance of suitable
clay; steel works where iron and coal can be easily
brought; and lumber milb where the proper kinds of
timber are near by. Why do large manufacturers prefer
to establish their factories in towns or cities which are
entered by several railways or which have good harbors?
The occupations already described are all connected with

the natural products of our country. But many people are
busy with work that is necessary, although it cannot be
called productive. The physician, the clergyman, ,ae
teacher, the lawyer, and men of other professional duties
are needed, ahnost, if not quite, as much as the farmer, the
limiberman, or the miner. Then we have in our country
thousands of people engaged in commercial work—clerks,
sailors, railway-men, telegraphers, and many others.

Many years ago when our country was first settled
there were no carpenters, shoemakers, tailors, nor black-
smiths, and there were no flour mills nor woollen mills,

''eople at that time had to build their own houses, make
uieir own shoes and clothes, repair their ploughs and
ox-carts, grind their own wheat, and card, spin, and
weave their own wool. The Indians also built their wig-
wams, sewed together their fur clothing, made their bows
and arrows, went fishi.-ig and hunting, and raised their

com.
But as people increased in numbers they began to divide

up the various kinds of work, and each man did what he
most liked to do. One man spent all his working hours
making chairs, tables, and other furniture for the houses;
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another built a flour mill, ground the wheat brought
to him by his neighbors, receiving as pay his toll, or
small share of the wheat or grist brought by each man;
another man made shoes; and so on. Then it was that
people began to depend upon each other for food, clothing,
and shelter. The carpenter and miller exchanged chairs
for flour, and the shoemaker and tailor exchanged shoes
for clothes. Even the Indians entered into this system of
exchanging (trading, or bartering), and brought to the
settlements furs of different animals, baskets, and other
articles, and received in return fire-arms, powder, and
blankets (Fig. 93). Which do you think is better, to
know one thing well, or to know many things partially?
Trading one kind of article for another was not always

convenient, but money was scarce and people had to do
the best they could, and it took some time before money
came into general use. In the very early days it consisted
often of small shells and beads; but afterwards gold,
silver, and copper coins were made, very much like those
in use at the present time. What advantages has the use
of money over bartering? To-day besides coined money
we have also paper money, or what is commonly called
bills"—a kind that is much more easily carried and

handled than large quantities of silver and gold coin.
The value of papei r oney is due to the fact that the
government or bank which sends it out promises to pay in
coin the amount mentioned on it. The next time you see
a bill, look over it carefully, and you will find printed on it

a promise to pay a certain sum of money (or coin) to the
bearer, that is, to the person who has the bill, at any time
whenever he may ask for it
Have you ever visited a country store? Sometimes

it is built near a railway station, sometimes near a new
mine, sometimes at a cross-roads in a farming country.
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Why are these locations good for a store? The farmen
in the neighborhood bring their butter, eggs, chickens,

potatoes, or apples; and exchange them for sugar,

tea, cloth, and other articles they need in their homes.
What other articles may the farmers bring to the store?

If your home is near a country store, state why the

store was placed where it is. Often a store of this kind is

also the post office and the telegraph office, and many
people have occasion to come to it. Soon other buildings

are put up near it, small tradesmen open up their shops,

private residences are built, a school house and a church

or two appear, and a village is formed. If the village

have such advantages as a good location on a railway,

good water power, a good harbor, prosperous country

surrounding it, or enterprising citizens, it will probably

grow to be a town, and finally a city with busy factories,

many railways, and all the noise and bustle of extensive

business, 'try to find out why your city or town has be-

come large, and upon what its prosperity chiefly depends.

Why was it built where it is?

Have you ever thought of where the people of a great

city obtain their supply of food and water? They do not

raise crops, and in large cities do not dig wells. All, or

nearly all, their supplies must be brought in from outside.

The country close to the city nearly always has many
small farms on which market vegetables and fruits are

raised with the ereatest care. Milk is sent in by the

car-load from pomts sometimes twenty or thirty miles

from the city, and supplies of meat may come from stock

farms and ranches hundreds of miles away. Water is

usually brought into the city by means of great iron pipes

from lakes and springs, sometimes from a distance of

many miles, and then distributed amongst the homes by
pumping machinery.

r
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Thousands of years ago people were not long in finding
out that they could travel on water by means of rafts and
canoes. The Indians of our country made light and hand-
some canoes out of birch bark and cedar wood, and trav-
elled rapidly over thd rivers and lakes (Fig. 97). People
of other countries learned to make large ships which held
many people, and in them they travelled long distances.
At first they did not venture very far from land, but as
time passed on they improved the vessels, and became
bold enough to

sail across the
ocean and visit

distant lands.

There they found
new kinds of pro-

ducts, and at once

tra.ding began,

the sailors taking

fruits, weapons,

ornaments, and
other goods of the

new country in

return for beads,

hatchets, and
other articles which the natives gladly received. Exchange
of goods between distant countries then rapidly grew,
until at the present time it can scarcely be measured. The
merchants of every large country now sell to people in
other lands, and also buy from them, millions upon
millions of dollars' worth of goods. This buying and
selling of goods is called Trade, or Ccmmerce. If the
goods pass from one country to another, the exchange
is called Foreign Commerce, and if they go from one
part of a country to another part of the same country.

Pio- 97—Indiana in Bircfa'Bark Canoes

\\
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Domestic, or Internal Commerce. Goods sent away from
a country are called exports, and .thoee brought in, imports.

Generally the goods which are bought and sold between
different countries are what the purchasers cannot get at

home, and what the sellers can spare. Canadians have

much more timber, raise more wheat, and make more
butter and cheese than they use, so they have large

quantities of these to export, or send out of the country;

but they must import, or bring in from other countries,

oranges, bananas, silks, and many other articles not grown
nor made in Canada.

The nature of the roads of a country shows pretty well

the extent of inland trade of that country. Long ago
people travelled through Canadian forests along "blazed

"

paths, that is, paths marked by notches cut in the trees.

At a later date trees were cut down, and "corduroy," or

log, roads made across swamps and muddy places, over

which waggons and carts were drawn by oxen. As busi-

ness increased the roads were improved, and horses took

the place of oxen (Fig.

98). With improved roads
bicycles > ve come into

use; and automobiles, or

horseless carriages (Fig.

99) , which can travel at a
great speed, are becom-
ing quite common. How

Building a Settlers* Road
TemiskaminiE, Ont.

A Good Road in Wentworth
County. Ont.
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do men improve

the roads near
your home? In

many foreifrn
countries to-day,

in Asia, Africa,

and South Amer-
ica, the roads are

mere bridle paths

or trails, and in those countries trade is comparatively

small. State how people travel where there are few roads

(Fig. 60).

It is not so very long since railways were first built.

Before that time people who wished to travel used the old

stage-coach, often drawn by four or six horses, and they
thought they went rapidly at ten miles an hour. A jour-

ney of a hundred miles occupied at leaft two or three

pig. 99—The Ruucll Automobilv. (u horfelcM Cttrrlagt)

FlO. 100

w/m^'L4<\C-'

^j^i--" '-' '''9bs mESEV^MkII^V \«

flKi-'^^j^^s^^^H
^^^k^~'. '.'. A Train on the Northern

Railway at Toronto

fifty years ago.

A Modem Train on the Orand Trunk Railway System
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days, and a trip across Canada from the Atlantic to the

Pacific was impossible. When railway trains first came
into use the engines were small, and burned wood for

fuel; the carriages were uncomfortable ; and the speed

they attained rarely exceeded twenty miles an hour (Fig.

100). Now passengers can sit in comfort in luxurious

cars, travel over the country at the rate of from forty to

sixty miles an hour, and cross Canada from one ocean to

the other in four or five days. In the old days freight

was hauled over the country in waggons at the slow rate

of two or three miles an hour, but now freight trains can

carry it ten times as rapidly, and at much less cost.

Canada has also another highway which affords almost

boundless means of travelling and carrying heavy loads

with ease and little expense—namely the large rivers and

lakes in the interior of our country. The Indian found

that out in his bark canoe (Fig. 97), in which he could

travel from one end of the country to the other, with,

tta, 101—One of ?1k luge lake ittamen in the lock of the Sault Ste. Marie Caid
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here and there, only a hort portagp, or place where he
had to carry his canoe ircund rapi Is or falls. Why did
the early Canadian setticrs build tneir homes along the
shores of the rivers and lakes? At the present time huge
steamships (Fig. 101) carry grain, ore, and other heavy
freight upon the great lakes—one steamer being able to
carry as much at one time as five railway trains of twenty-
five cars each. But steamers, however powerful, cannot
go up against swift rapids nor down steep waterfalls

Fio. 102—The All.-in T.ine Steamship Victorian (Canadian). This is the first
'icean turbine &teanier, and one of the largest vessels afloat

any better than the Indians could in their canoes. To
pass such difficult or dangerous places canals have been
cut, on which are locks by means of which vessels are
raised or lowered (Fig. 101).

Your grandfathers and grandmothers will tell you of
their voyage from the "old country" to Canada fifty

years ago, when they spent six weeks or two months in a
small sailing vessel on a stormy sea. Now magnificent
ocean steamships, of enormous size and power, make the
same distance in less than a week (Fig. 102). These
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Fir,. 103—A Funnel of the Steamship
"Caronia." It is large enough to per-
mit two railway trains to pass through
at the same time.

steamships are so large that it is difficult to form an idea

of their vast size, but here is a picture of the funnel of

one of them, and if that is so

huge, what must the vessel

itself be (Fig. 103)?

To ship goods readily from
place to place there must be

certain points in the export-

ing district where the goods

may be collected, and in the

importing country from
which they may be distributed. These points are generally

situated at the mouth of some river, or where many rail-

ways meet, or where ocean vessels pan load and unload

their cargoes. Large cities grow up at those points as the

trade which centres there becomes greater. In Canada
there are now a number of cities that are important

collecting and distributing centres. These are Halifax,

and St. John on the Atlantic, Quebec, Montreal, Toronto,

and Winnipeg in the interior, and Victoria and Vancouver
on the Pacific coast. You will learn at another time why
these cities have become trade centres, and the nature of

the trade that passes through them.

QUESTIONS

1. What are business men called who buy and sell broods ?

2. Name as many causes as possible of the growth of a village, town,
or city.

3. Name as many important occupations of the people as you can— in

villages—in towns or cities—in the country—in the mountains—on the
water.

4. State as many reasons as you can why manufacturing towns are
busy and prosperous.

5. What kind of work would you like best to do?

6. In what ways may a river aid in the growth ofa town or city ?

7. Describe any important or interesting things you have seen in any
city. Would you like to live in a large city ? Why ?
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8. What are the sources of food and water supply of large cities?

9. Name several kinds of food, articles in your homes, and materials
which may be made into clothing-, which come from foreig^n countries.

10. Name any articles made or raised near your home and shipped to
forei^ countries.

11. What are the chief means of carrying- goods in Canada?
12. Can you think of any ways of travelling: that are not referred to or

named in this chapter?

13. Do you know any places where stage coaches are used ? Why are
they used there ?

14. What do we mean by collecting and distributing centres? Name
some important ones in Canada.
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PLANS AND MAPS

We raust have some way of describing how long, how
wide, or how high any object is, or how far it is from

some other object.

In measuring short distances we use the inch. Your

rule in marked so that the longest lines across it are one

inch apart. Each inch is divided into half inches and

quarter inches, and perhaps eightJis of an inch. How
many inches long is your rule? If twelve it is one foot

long.

Use your rule for measuring, and answer the follow-

ing questions: 1. What is the length of your pencil ?

2. How long, how wide, and how thick is your reader?

3. How long and how wide is the top of your desk?

4. How wide is the sidewalk, if there be one, past your

school?

To measure longer distances, the yard, which is equal to

three feet, is used. Take a long cord and carefully tie

small knots on it one foot apart, and double knots one yard

apart. With it and your rule determine the following in

yards, feet, and inches: 1. How long and how wide is

your school room? 2. How long and how wide is the

school building? 3. What is the length and the width of

the school grounds? 4. How wide is the street or the

road past the school?

A general idea of still greater distances may be obtained

by pacing. Take a knotted cord ten or fifteen yards long,

and pace its length several times. In this way you can

find out the length of your step. Then by walking and

counting your steps you can measure how far you go. Let

a number of boys or girls measure in this way 440 yards;
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this is a quarter of a mile. Now walk this distance at
your regular rate and see how many minutes it takes you.
Then, by timing, determine longer distances.
Find by pacing or timing how far it is from your home to

the school. How far is it from the school to the post office ?
Measure in this way other long distances you may select

Pro. 104—A class room in Kine Edwaid School, Toronto, Out.

On this page a picture of the inside of a school room
is shown (Fig. 104). Name some of the things you seem it. On the following page a plan of the same room
will be found (Fig. 105). What are some of the things
shown in the plan? What can you find in the picture
that 13 not in the plan? In the picture everything appears
just as it would to a person standing at one of the doors
and looking into the room, but in the plan only the posi-
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FlO. 105—A Map of Fig. 104 with index to object* in the room

tions of the objects on the floor and their directions and

distances from one another are shown.

The room is forty feet long and twenty-five feet

wide. How many inches long is each side in the plan?

What part of an inch in the plan represents one foot m
the room? This is known
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Scale. 20 feet- 1 inch

tn. lot—The •«« ""P °" » mull" «»>

as the scale to which the

plan is drawn. All plans

must be drawn to a certain

scale; otherwise they do

not correctly represent

what i^being shown. The

scale of this plan of the

school room is stated as

one-tenth of an inch to
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107—Plan of a School-house and
Grounds

Fig. 108—Plan of a Section
in the city

the foot. How long and how wide is the teacher's table;

and the platform on which it stands? What are the
dimensions of the desks used by the pupils? How wide
are the aisles?

How far is it from
a wall to the row
of desks nearest

it? Use a scale

of a quarter of an
inch to the foot,

and draw a plan

of your school
room. Make all

the measurements
carefully with
your rule or your
knotted cord.

Measure, by pac-
Pio. 109—Hap of a Road in the Countrr, and

its Neigfaborhood
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Pio. UO—Map of a Lakr, Island, etc.

ing, your school srrounds,

and draw a plan of them,

similar to the one shown

in Fig. 107, selecting what

youconsiderasuitable scale.

Also, make a plan of the

grounds around your home.

Plans of cities and large

portions of country are

called maps. These also

must be drawn to a certain

scale, but the scale must be much smaller than that used for

rooms or buildings. In themap of part of a city, as shown in

Fig. 108, the scale of one inch to about two hundred yards

is used; and in the map of a country district (Fig. 109),

the scale is one inch to about one mile. Sometimes so much

country is shown on a map that a

scale as small as one inch to one

hundred, or even one thousand,

miles is used. (Figs. 116 and 117)

.

Draw a map of your village or

the part of your city around your

home to a scale of two inches to a

quarter of a mile. If you live in

the country make a map of your

neighborhood to a scale of two

inches to a mile (Fig. 112). In

both cases make your long meas-

urements by pacing or by timing.

Examine closely these small maps

(Figs. 109, 110, HI), and compare

them with one another, and with

the pictures and descriptions of the

same places as given in the first

chapter of this book.
Fio. HI—Map of a River

and its Neighborhood



OUR LAWS AND RULERS
In all our games-lacrosse, baseball, football, hockey,

and the rest, -there are certain rules which must be ob-
served in playing. If these rules be broken punishments
are inflicted, and if disputes arise an umpire or referee is
needed to settle them. In our homes and in our school,
rules must be observed in order that work may be prop^
erly done ; and our parents and our teachers aid us in
following them.

As in our games, our homes, and our schools, so also in
our country there must be rules for the people to observe,
in order that they may be good citizens and the countiy be
peaceful and pros-

perous. These rules

are called tows. Some
men are appointed

to make the laws;
and others to see that
the laws are obeyed,
law breakers punish-

ed, and disputes
settled.

The settled parts
of our country are di-

vided into sections

called townships, or,

in some places par-
ishes, each one being
usually from ten to
fifteen miles long
and from fivi» in tan '^°- "'—M»p »' palof » T6wn.hip.ailU J-roiU live TO ten concession line and side lines

iU
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miles wide. In each township a council of from four to

six men is elected once each year by vote of the people, to

make laws and do business for the township, the head man
of the council being known as the reeve. The council

meets in the township hall, or as it is commonly called the

town hall, at regular dates, to perform their duties. Here

is the map of part of a township (Fig. 112).

The rows of farms are conceawma; the roads between

the concessions along which the greater number of resi-

dences are built are concession lines; and the roads along

the sides of the farms are side lines.

When a village becomes large enough it is incorporated,

that is, given the right w have its own reeve and council

and to make its own local laws or regulations. As it in-

creases in size it may become a town, and when still larger

it may be made a dty. The man at the head of a town or

city council is called the mayor, and the members of a

city council are called aldermen.

Several townships are grouped together to form a county

r" 7
--\

1

\

'^r^%( AT'

mj
teJ--^^

_>-/

fto. 113—Map of a County
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(Fig. 113). Each county haa ita evunty eovmcil, which
meeta once or twice a year in the county town. The head
man in the county council ia called the warden. In what
county do you live? What ia your county town?
Any subdivision of the country for local government-

township or parish, county, village, town, city, -is called
a municipality.

On a suitable scale, say an inch to a mile, draw a map of
the township in which you live, and mark in it concession
lines, side lines, villages, towns, large streams, your home,
your school, and the town hall.

Use a smaller scale, say an inch to eight or ten miles,
and draw a map of your county. Name in it all the town-
ships, villages, towns, cities, railways, rivers, and other
important features.

You have, no doubt, often heard people speak of the
British Empire. Across the Atlantic Ocean, near the west
coast of Europe, there is a group of islands known as the
British Isles. One of these islands is called Great Britain,
and is made up of England, Scotland, and Wales ; and
another one is called Ireland. During the past four
hundred years these islands have become a powerful
nation, and have obtained possession of the whole of the
continent of Australia, nearly one-third of the continent
of Africa, the country in southern Asia called India, about
one-h^f of the continent of North America (Canada), and
many islands, cities, and small states in nearly all parts of
the world. The British Isles and ail these possessions, or,
as most of them are called, coUmiea, make up the great
British Empire, the largest and most powerful empire the
world has ever seen.

At the head of this vast empire is our King, Edward
the Seventh, eldest son of the late Queen Victoria. He
was bom Nov. 9th, 1841, and has been King since Jan.
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22nd, 1901. He also carries the title of Emperor of India.

His wife is Queen Alexandra, daughter of the King of Den-

mark (Denmark is one of the smaller countries of Europe).

The King is very popular with all classes of his subjects,

and the Queen has been beloved of every one during her

residence of more than forty years in the British Isles.

The only son of the King and Queen now living is George,

Prince of Wales, who is to succeed to the throne at his

father's death. The Prince has an interesting family of

14—King Bdwaid VII, and Qimn Alexandra

little folks, the eldest of whom is Prince Edward, who may

some day be King of the British Dominions.

The people of the British Isles elect by vote a body of

men, called the House of Commons, to make laws for

them. Another council, composed of dukes, earls, bishops,

and other noirUity, assists in the work of law-making, and

is called the House of Lords. The two Houses together

constitute the British Parliament. Some of the leading

statesmen of both Houses form a committee, called the

CaMnet or Ministry, to assist and advise the King. The
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leader of the Cabinet, who ia chosen by the King, is

known as the Prime-Minister or Premier, and he in turn

selects the members of his Cabinet. Find out who ia the

present British Prime-Minister. The Parliament meets in

the great city of London in England, and that city is

therefore the capital of the Empire.

The government of the Dominion of Canada is managed

by a Parliament which is very much like the one in Lon-

Pla. lis—PprliauwDt Buildiiuts in the City tf Ottawa

don. It consists of a House of Commons, elected by the

people, a Senate (corresponding to the British House of

Lords), and a Cabinet. The King ia represented by the

Governor-General, who ia appointed by the British Govern-

ment for a period of five or six years. The Canadian

Parliament meets in the city of Ottawa, and therefore

Ottawa is the capital of Canada. The Parliament Build-

ings in that city are a group of handsome and costly stone

structures on high ground c .
^<? banks of the river Ottawa
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(Fig. 116). Rideau Hall, the residence of the Governoiv

General, is at Ottawa. Who is the presentGovernor-General

of Canada? Who is the Canadian Prime-Minister?

Canada is divided into fourteen subdivisions. Nine of

these in the well-settled parts are known as Provinces;

four of them that are very sparsely populated are called

LHttrieU; and one in the region of the Klondike gold mines

is a Territory. Each province has a regular system of

government of its own, made up of Parliament, or Legis-

lature, and Lieutenant-Governor (who is assisted by a

Cabinet). The subdivisions of a Province are Counties,

which have already been described. In what Province do

you live? Who is your present Lieutenant-Governor? Who
is your Provincial Premier? The names, locations, and
capitals of all the subdivisions of Canada you will learn in

the next chapter.
QUESTIONS

1. What different subdivisions are there in the Dominion of Canada,
and how do they differ from one another ?

2. What are the subdivisions ofa Province ? Of a County ?

3. What names are g^iven to the chief council of the Dominion, of a
Province, of a County, and of a Township, and what are the chief officers

in each called ?

4. Where are the largest colonies in the British Empire?

(Usp of the DoaUnion of Csaada opposite)
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DOMINION AND PROVINCIAL MAPS

Let us study for a little while the Map of the Dominion
of Canada. (See large colored map.)

We must first learn how to determine directions on a
map. Do you notice the fine lines which cross the map
both up and down and from left to right,—those up and
down being closer together at the top of the map than at

the bottom, the others curved and the same distance apart

for their whole length? Examine your school globe and
see if you can find similar lines on it. Those drawn up
and down run directly toward the north and south poles,

and therefore show tiie directions north and south. The
curved ones go east toward the right and west toward the

. 1 16—Outline Map of the DonUnkm ot
one inch to about one

145

Canada. The icale here used is
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left. I3 north always in the same direction on a map?
Can you find a place on one part of the map where the

direction east seems almost the same as north on another

part? Account for this.

What ocean is north of Canada? What ocean is south-

east? What ocean is west? What country is south?

What largfe bay is near the centre, and with what ocean

is it connected? What group of large lakes is south of

this bay? What river drains these lakes? In what direc-

tion does it flow? What great mountain system is in the

western part of Canada?
Find on the map the nine Provinces, the names of which,

in order from west to east, are: British Columbia, Alberta,

Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick,

Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island. Name and de-

scribe the situation of the capital of each.

Find on the map the Territory of Yukon in the far

north-west comer of Canada. What is its capital, and on

what river is it built?

The remaining subdivisions of Canada are the Districts.

Name all of them (four in number).

The island of Newfoundland, east of Canada, is Britisli, but is not a

part of the Dominion of Canada. The Labrador coast, aXong the eastern

border of the District of Ungava and the Province of Queliec, belongs to

Newfoundland.

Practise drawing the outline map of Canada (Fig. 116),

until you can make a good copy in not more than five

minutes. Afterwards make a map of Canada in which

you will name the boundary waters and countries, the

Great Lakes, the six largest rivers, the Rocky Mountains,

and the various subdivisions and their capitals.

Study the map of your Province, and find in it the

county in which you live, and the Iturge towns and cities

near your home. Find your Province on the map of the
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Ontario

Fio. 117—Outline Mao of Ontario. This Kale in one inch to about
two hundred miles

Dominion, and name its boundaries as they appear on
that map.

Practise drawing the outline map of your Province until

you can make a correct and neat copy in not more than
five minutes, similar to Fig. 117. Then carefully draw
the map and mark and name on^ it the boundaries, large
mountains (if any), rivers, lakes, the capital, your county,
and any large towns and cities.

(Map of North America follows)



^






